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RAws.-'1'he firmness noted in the raw sugar market last 
week has continued throughout the week under roeview, re-
sulting in a further advance of 1-16c. per lb., to 3!]:c. duty paid, 
under tl'anf;-aetions to a lar·ge extent om'ing some days. The 
mar'ket continued firm up to the close, on. this basis, although 
there is rather more disposition on the part of l'efiners to buy 
sugars for shipment rather than for spot delivery. Thii:\ is 
perhaps' because the receipts, for the week having increased 
to 33,105 tons, again~t 9,810 tons dlll'ing the preceding week, 
while the meltings increased only from 16,000 tons to 20,000 
tons for the week. The news from \Vashington is such that 
it is now quite likely that the reciprocity bill with Cuba will 
pass thl:' Senate before calling an extra. s·ession and this ex-
peetation is inflneneing the market in two way:;-!, or rathel'-
three ways. The refiners ha.ving increased their immediate--
::;upplie~, ~1I'e less disposed to pay :{'ic. for spot Centrifugals,. 
but are willing to pay full cost and freight pritt's' for ship-. 
menL On the other hand the Cuban planter is stimulated 
1:0 hold his sugm·s on the treaty prospeet and to ask even 
higher prices OIl the cost and freight basis, although willing 
to sell. his nearby cargoes at the current quotations duty paid. 
rrhu~', while we can look for no further duty paid advance, . 
for the I)1'es('nt, we ('an eonfidently E'xpect an increaseu cost 
and freight vaine directly ahead. This will innre to the 
benpfit of the plantl'I's, inasmnch as th('it' sales this season 
for flltm'c d'~linry have oeen eomparatively small, so tl1at 
whatE'vpr bpnefit comes from a reduction in duty is very s,ure 
to go into their pockets. This will go far to I)ut our neigh-
horing Hepuhlic 'on a firm finaneial iJasis in auother 12 months. 
The faet that the Gnited States mal'lwts al'e now nearly fe .. 
}Jpr pound lowE'l' than th(~ European markets is a sufficien t 
~llaI'ante~ against auy ver'y mMerial decline, as already men-
i:ioned hy lIS last week, the markets of the TTnHed Kingdom 
being open to receive supplies from tlw British 'Vest Indies 
at any gl't'atcr diffCI'cnce in price. . 
Hlwl~I~n.-'rhe strength of the raw market and it!:; advance 
fnrthpr reduced the difference b(~tween raw and refined to 
. a point wheJ'e it beeame. nee~ssar'y for t.he refiners to take 
some aefion, which they did during the week, to a moderate· 
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'I~xtent, by ruising the list price of l'€'fined :ie. pel' 100 lbsi. 
'This, however, is inadeq nate to meet the sHun tiOll. and. if 
other conditions were sath;factory, a further advance might 
it€' antieipat€'d, but, with the Arb1lckle refin(>l'Y still quoting 
5e. pel' 100 lbs •. lp.ss than other l'ell11el'S, and with a still con-
tinued unsettled eonfl'itioJl of the /:n·ocer.y trude, tllcre is al-
ways danger of private cutting Oll all sides below the posted 
l'at€'s, and this we feel is what is 'occurring now from day to 
,day, muking it €'xtremely difficult to say exactly where the 
'j'pfined market stands. HOWEH!r, each retiner appears dis-
lJOsed to protect hi~ customers on the lowe~t basis made by 
any, when final setth:ment day arrives, so that all orders are 
in the ('lu1 treated exactly alike from whateY(~r source they 
(;onlP, 01' in whaten'r condition they may be talu!D. It is 
'hoper1 that, eventually, some way r;lay til~ found out of the 
present l'cfined sugar tang-Ie, so that all public po;;;ted prices 
'('an b(' relied upon, which has not lately been the case. There 
s('ems' to be no renl"OIl why buyers should not continue to 
,(::11'l'Y a fair line of stock' , 
----:0:----
From our .-\ushaiian excllanges, it appears that Dr. Max-
well does not meet with that conlial coopc::ration which he 
;,;hould l'ceeiYe to insure success in his efforts to improve ag-
l'icultnml operations in QueP-Ilsland. Like eYl?ry othel' 
l'efOl'Ill(,l' his methods are blocked hy men ~\Yho prefer the old 
methodH to the new and more profitable, The Queens.land 
Sugar .Tournal says: It is not our intention to llnnecessarily 
mix onl'~el\"f·~ in the <.-on11'oY('r8), which appears to be raging, 
in a one-sided sort of fashion, b0tw(~en Dr. Maxwell and some 
of the Buudaberg' p(~ople, but it is eleal'ly OUI' bn~inei!'s, as 
l'f::pn'senting, as far n~ possible, the opinion (If sugar lll'oduccrs 
in all the Australial\ districts, to place our l'eadpl'R an fait 
"ith what is being ~aid_ Dr_ ~rax\vell, if (Jne can helieye all 
that is !'aid h~· that papel', is doing nothing', and discontent 
(-OIl(:C'I'Il iug him is rife iu the sugal' distrids. Now fil'Rt of 
all it ll1I1Rt be ('learly understood that our Bnndnbel'g tOll-
i"cmpOl'al',Y caunot presnme to speak for the whol(~ of the 
sugaJ' distl'id~ of this State, ])]._ Maxwell iR doing- doable 
anal:rsi~ of the soils, a. thing not done in tlli:'! eoulltl'y before, 
;;:0 as to discover not only the plant food in the lands. but also 
thp proportion of 1:ha t food available for tll!! use of the crops, 
As a. matter of facl he ha~ made greater progress with his 
work in Queensland; with its va1'ying conditions and ill1l1wni':'·e 
distances, tlwn he was able to do during' his first few y('ars 
in the eompal'ative].," ('omjlaet and homogeneous sugar areas 
of Hawaii. 
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THE TRUTH ABOUT CUBA .. 
Becoming displeased: apparently; at the delay of our Gov-
[~I"nment in granting' Cuba the reeiprocal t:l.riff eODcessions 
as advocated by Cuban "sympathizers," President Palm[\, is 
l'eported to have recently given utt(~rance in Havana to this 
pertinellt phrase: "Cuba will thrive whether America aids 
her or not." 
'],he truth of these words" which but express the knowledge 
that most fail' minded Americans have all along felt con-
('('rning the so-called necessity to give aid to Cuba, should 
han~ mueh beal'ing on the coming :tight in Congress over the 
same qu('stion that occupied most of the time of the last 
session and pl'oved batTen of res,ults-reeiprocity, and our 
duty to the Pearl of the Antilles, whose people have been 
given fl'('edo111 at the cost of our blood and treasure. 
\Ve al'e told that European inftllence is being twonght to· 
bear npon the newly formed republic, given existenee through 
ihe munific('nee of the United States, which inflnenee is seek-
ing' to din~l't the Cuban trade to other sources. This court-
ing of favor by representatiYl's of foreign ~oyernl11ents has 
eYidentl," caused President Palma to forget the attitude he 
~o lately oceupied as a suppliant for relief fLt the hands of the 
United States Cougress, and in an unguarded moment, per-
haps, fe('ling his oats, as it were, lie gave utterance to the 
WOJ'elR quoted above, whieh should be made the shibboleth 
of the anti-Cuban reciprocity party, when the Cuban bill 
again eomes before Congress. 
'.rIle diiO'pateh rpferred to, conycys the information that \vhen 
the time comes, if come it will, for the Cuban executive to 
sign a l'eciprocity tl'l'aty with the United States, that Presi-
dent Palma will be so pledged to foreign gOYel'l1111cnts that 
he will insist on the insertion of a clause that I'eserves to 
him thc right to extend the benefit::; of similar treaties with 
<heat Brit-nin and her colonies, Mexico: GCI'many, France, 
Spain, :lllfl the Latin American republics. Sueh an agree-
mcnt, if l'ilJ'l'ied out, seems to make Hie cn use of tLlC domestic 
~;ngill' industry lllorc seeurt', for the Cuban reciprocity bill 
will tlwl'phy be llHld(~ all the morc diffienlt to p;u,;~, 
Let it he rcmembered that "Cuba will thl'i\'(~ whether Amer-
ie:\ aids her 01' llot.':--Ln. Planter. 
---:0:---
f1WJO_·l'1'JOY .. REB'l' SUG:lll, .HlD aECTPROCI1'Y. 
'l'hc most giguntil: enterprise ever undertaken by any gOY-
(,l'nment is {he i1'l'igaiioll llroblC'1l1 of the United States. Few 
have any idea of the scope and signifieanee of the work car-
l'i('d OIl by the office of the experiment stations of the United 
Sta t('~ Deparlmen t of Agl'ieu Uu re. The in vestigatioll s made 
by tlti~ olliee are not limited to the arid regions alone, but 
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also c{)vel' the 'Sub-humid and humid regions, and even extend 
to the Dt'wly acquired island p{)ssessions. 
Irrigation ~llld s·ugar beets, are two closely connected fac-
iors, especially in the arid bell. Only by the help of irriga-
tion is it possible to raise sugar beets in the arid regions. 
'Vith such help, however, there is 110 section in this country 
that will produce such high sugar eontenb;. and weight as the 
il'l'igated r8gion. It is no exaggeration to ::lay that irrigation 
is tht' strongest ally of the bed sligar industr'y, and that this 
ally will make the arid belt, or at least that part which is 
amenable to beet culture, the great sugar storehoUE'.€ of the 
United States. Moreover, in the favored sections, sugar 
beets will be the principle staple crop grown. 
One of the most enthusiastic advocates of irriga'tion is Pres-
;dent Roo:::.evc·lt. He is, therefore, perhaps unwillingly, one 
of the most active promoter!'l of the Ameeican heet l::lUgar 
industry. Bllt while Unde Sam, and with him the present 
occupant of the presidential cha!r, is thus engaged in strellgth-
ening a domestic industry by irrigation, Uncle Sgm, in the 
person of the same occupant, is equally s.trenuous in favoring 
(1uban, or rather Sugar Trust recipl'ocity, which would largely 
destroy the ehances of the b~et :;:.ugar industry. He gives 
with one band and takes with the other. But while what 
]1(' gives will benefit an immense number of Amerieans, what 
he attemptE' to take in the alleged interest of Cuba will bene-
fit one corporation only, which exist~ in violation of the Sher-
man :lnti-trust law. 
There is something ludierous and at the samt~ time pa-
ihe'tic in this situation. It is a riddle to the objective ob-
server how the public power, organized for the protection 
of all intt'rests, can justify itE' interference for the benefit of a 
law-brt'Hking cOI'poration, to the detriment of a large number 
of independent producers. It is absolutely incompl'ehenslble 
how the same man can favor irrigation for the -benefit of the 
domestic prod1lcer and then make reciprocity speeches in fav-
or of the Sugar Tr·UE,t. 
'fhel'e seems to be only one plausible explanation. Reci-
procity with a special reducti{)n on l'~fined sugar of a certain 
eolo!', if accomplished, will enable the Sug.ll· 'frllst to import 
this Cuban sugar at an immense pl'Ofit and to compete the 
present beet sugar manufacturers out of existence. 'fhi~l 
done, the Sugar 'fr'ust can invade the irrigated region anu 
eontrol also the beet sugar seetioll in this countL'y. Only 
throngh this explanation is it possible to get any s.ystem into 
what would otlwnvise be an inexplil'ible-absent-nrindedncss. 
--Beet Sng:n' Gazette. 
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DANGER OF FOREST FIRES. 
In the 'Vest Indies, and elsewhere in the tropics, under the 
generic term of bush fires al'e included all those conflagra-
tions, both great and small, whether caused purposely or ac-
cidentally, that destroy the vegetable products of the soil. 
They may be divided into five classes as fo11ows:-
1. 'l'he fires deliberately set to burn down plants growing 
on limited areas with the object of destroying' blights that 
are troublesome or are likely to become epidemic. 
2. The fires sometimes made to. the windward of cultivated 
lands affected by insect blights, so that the dense smoke may 
kill 01' drive away the pest. 
3. The "bums" when high forest is cut down, the trees 
lopped, and fire is used to destroy the immense encumbering 
mass of wood so as to render the ground sufficiently clear for 
cultivation. 
4. The "gmss fires" that are set in dry seasons to destroy 
dry rank grass in order to induce a new and tender under-
growth for the grazing of cattle 01' for the grasscutter's knife. 
5. '1.'he ordinary "bush fires" of Dominica and other moun-
tainous countries, by means of ·which the soil is cheaply and 
expeditiously cleared of brush and weeds (cut down 01' hoed 
up) on lands intended to be put into cultivation. 
'1'he first class of fil'es is simply a method adopted in the 
treatment of diseased plants, and is one of the heroic remedies 
of the plant physician when he endeavors to stamp out a dan-
gerous epidemic. Such a remedy, however, is never used with· 
out careful precautions being taken to prevent unnecessary 
damage. 
'l'he second class of fires differ from the first in that the 
cultiyated plants are not destroyed. '1.'he plan is frequently 
emplo:\'cd in some countries to rid plants of insect pests whieh 
arc readily killed by the acrid smoke of burning green wood, 
bush and leayes. 
The third class of fires :ll'e seen only in forest clearings 
wherc they are made nsc of to rcmoye the massive tangle of 
fallen trees that encumber the ground. In the early yem's of 
settlpment in the 'Ve!'lt Indies, when the islands were coyerpd 
with primeval forests, these "burns" as they used to be and 
still UJ'P called, weI'e part of the systematie work of all plan-
tNS. Laboric, in his well-known work entitled The Cofl'ce 
PIal/tel', gives particular directions as to the proper way in 
whieh the forest trees should be felled and the branehes 
lopped and strewn, so as to get ·what he describes as a "good 
bnrn" that will clear the land sufficiently for commeneing 
cultivation. It is worthy of remark, however, that even this 
far,seeing writer, who penned his words oyer a century ago, 
deplored the destruction of certain constituents of the soil 
by these fires, and said ''It is to be wished that burning could 
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be dispensed with." Forest burns are now to be seen only 
in Dominica, St. Lucia, Trinidad, Jamaica and other islands 
in which there are still tracts of virgin forest; and, as such 
fires are essential and not fraught with dangerous conse· 
quences, if due care be taken to prevent the conflagrations 
spreading, it is unnecessary further to consider them than to 
point out that legislation should not prohibit them, but 
should impose an obligation on the planter to prevent des-
truction of standing forest around the cleal·ings. 
The fourth class, or grass fires, are frequently seen in all 
the islands more especially in dry districts. As I shall later 
on have occasion to show, these fires-which often take placl~ 
every dry season on the same ground-are disastrous in 
their ultimate effects, and the crop of fresh grass that 
springs up after them does not compensate for the evil 
worked. 
The fifth class compl'ises the ordinary and well-known 
bush fires of the tropics. They are especially commOn in Dom-
inica, and, in the dry season, they may be observed in that 
island in all directions. Indeed, not only the peasants but 
also many proprietors of large estates invariably employ this 
wasteful method of clearing land for cultivation. The advo-
cates of the system say that the fire gets rid of the brush 
and weeds expeditiously and cheaply, and some sny that it 
also does lasting good by destroying the harmful insects on 
the soil. It may be conceded at once that vegetable matter 
is removed most easilv by fire and if the removal of this 
matter were the only consideration no voice could be raised 
against bush fires .. But a serious question has to be an-
swered in the first instance. nnmely, is this vegetable matter 
in the form of leayes and brush of so little use to the land 
and the planter that its destruction is desirable? And. fol-
lowing on this question is the equall~' imp0l'tant one. does 
the planter gain 01' lose by converting all his organir. mater-
ial into inorganic matter in the form of ashes? Roth of 
these questions I hope to answer in such a way as to show 
that the clearing of land by fire is the worst and most waste-
ful system that the planter could adopt. I would pansp 
here, however, to sny a few wordr-; about the erroneous idea 
that, in consertuence of fire haYing been passed oyer the 
land, there is likel~' to he a long immunity from the depre-
dations of insects for the reason that all of them have been 
destroyed in the burnt area. Now, most insects, like th,~ 
higher animals in a state of nature. wandel' about in search 
of food. They are kept in check by natural laws, the chief 
of which is the struggle for existence. And it is futile to 
expect tllat a cirrumsrribed area can be kept free f!'Om ill, 
sects by passing fire over it. for. as soon as fresh vegetation 
springs up on the bl1l'ni: land. the inserts will find it out and 
come in from all sides. so that in a short time the insect 
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population of the patch will be as numerous as it was before 
the fire was set. 
The harmful effects of these bush fires on the soil may be 
thus tabulated:-
They destroy nitrogenous matters that would have gone 
to enrich the soil by the natural decay of the brush and 
leaves. 
They destroy a certain proportion of the nitrogenous mat-
ters already in the upper layers of the soil. 
They destroy the nih'ifying microbes in the upper layerr:; 
of the soil. 
'l'hey sterilize the upper layers of the soil, and thus, for a 
time, prevent the fixation of nitrogen for the use of veg8-
tation. 
It may be roundly asserted that in all cultivated soils in 
the ,Vest Indies there is a deficiency of nitrogenous COIl-
stituents, which deficiency is usually attempted to be made 
up by the application of manures 0'· by the digging in of 
plants, more especially those of the pea family, grown on the 
land for the purpose. It is thercfore most essential that the 
planter should do everything possible to add to his soil all 
the vegetable matter he can get hold of, so that, by its decay, 
it may increase the deficient nitrogenous constituents. And 
yct it is the custom in Dominica and elsewhere to destroy· 
these most valuable organic matel'ials by fire, instead of 
turning them into the land to repay the expense and labor 
of so doing over and over again by the resulting increased 
crops and finer produce. Indeed, as I have said dsewhere, 
'''1'0 prevent thc peasant from destroying what is necessary 
for th.e fruitfulness of his land, is to do him good by enslH'-
ing larger crops from his hoWing. '.rhus it is adyantageous· 
to the country generally that this wasteful destruction by 
fire of important constituents of the soil should bc put an 
end to." Agricultm'al chemists tell us that cyery pound of 
nitl'ogen in the soil has a definitc value v,illich may be ex-
pressed in figures, ,Vel'e it possible to calculate the annual 
loss to planters on thc basis of thc money yaluc of the nih-o, 
gen robbed from the soil by the bush fires, the total amount 
would bc astounding, 
But these bush fires not only d('stroy thc vegetable mat-
tcrs intended by naturc to el11'ieh the soil, but tlH'Y burn OJ' 
bakc the upper layc\'s of the land, and this mcans that not 
only does thc heat of thc fire yolatilize the nitrogenom; mat-
tcrs already prcparcd in the soil for thc assimilation of 
plants, bllt that it also dcstroys thc nitrifying mierobcs that 
are constantly at work to produce the rich organic material 
for furthcr plant food. Thus it seems that fires on lands, 
especially in thcse countrics, mc utterly disastrous in many 
ways, that they cause a diminution of the quantity of tlh~ 
produce got from the soil, and therefore deletcriously affect 
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the fortunes of the planters and consequently the prosper· 
ity of the country. 
To prohibit these fh'es entirely would be to pl'event peas-
· ants and others from desh'oying what is necessary for the 
fruitfulness of the land and so it would be sound political 
· economy. But political economy and "the liberty of the Silb-
ject" are sometimes contradictory terms, as in this instanCI~ 
in which a man is held to haye as much right to destroy the 
fruitfulness of a certain pOl'tion of the land as he has to 
pull down his house. But he must confine the destruction 
to his own property and not injure his neighbor's. '\Tere 
these bush fires always limited to the circumscribed areas 
being cleared for cultivation there would be less to be said 
against them, and it is questionable whether, in the present 
state of public opinion repressive legislation eould be sug'-
gested with any ('hance of its adoption. But b~' cal'elessness, 
by ignorance, and, sometimes, with malicious intent, the con-
flagrations spread over and ravage large tracts of land, there-
by destro~'ing' lllueh v:tIuable property. 
The devastation caused by bush fires in Dominica alone is 
'enOl'lllOUS, and it is undoubtedly a serious drag on the pros· 
perity of the island, Dming the dry seasons the fires may 
. be seen in all directions along the eoast, in the valleys and 
on the hills. The absence of all control has rendered the 
people quite reekless in regm'd to them. If a peasant has to 
· clear a few square yards of land to plant some "ground pro-
visions," he will set fire to the dry bush in the aftel'l1ooll 
and then gail;y go home without troubling as to where tht~ 
fire mll)' run to. A fire set in this way in Dominica, not yel'Y 
long ago, neal' to the sea, spread to neighboring lands antI 
produced a eonfiagl'ation that raged for days, running up a 
wide yalley, destroying everything in its path and then 
reaehing and seriously damaging cane and lime plantations 
on the hills. Dominica planters will tell the tale of how 
their ('aI'go and othel' plantations have been greatly injured 
and the crops I'uined by fires ('arelessly set in ('ontiguous 
peasants' holdin/-?:s; and tll('~' will tell also how theil, wood-
lands have been destroyed bv similar fires, Indeed the losses 
due to these ('onshll~tIy i'e(,lll'l'ing fil'es have beeome so 
great that lp/-?:islatioll is urgenn~' needed. If the matt('r wprp 
carefllll~' inquil'ed into, it would be found that. year by ye:11'. 
an increasing" extent of land is being rendered barren by bush 
fires. As an illustration of the eorrectness of this statement I 
may bring fonvard the following facts concerning ('ertain dis, 
tricts :lIong the lepw:ll'd ('oast of Dominiea. Many years ago 
there were thriyjng" ('ol1'ee plantations on these lands. but now 
they are barren wastes of rocks coyered in places with a thin 
. skin of soil. During' the ,,'et season rank grass and weeds 
. slwing up from seeds dropped by birds 01' blown by the wiml. 
'Vere the land left to itsplf, by the operation of natural laws 
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soil would accumulate and seedling trees would grow and 
incI'ease in number and variety, and, in a comparatively short 
time in our "Vest Indian climate, a "secondary forest" would 
result, and then, by the judicious felling of a portion of the 
wood, the land could be gradually brought back to cultiva-
tion. But what really happens is that most of these waste 
lands are subjected to the ravages of bush fires every year, 
the seedling trees are killed out and the soil is left burnt and 
bare with no live roots ramifying' in all directions to hold its 
particles together, so that, when heavy rains come, the 
loosened surface soil is washed to the valley or sea, and noth-
ing but a rocky banen waste. remains. This disastrous des-
truction of a cultivable soil has been going on for years and 
:veal'S in many islands in the 'Vest Indies, and it has resulted 
in the conversion of former fertile dish-icts into bal'l'en waste!; 
in Dominica, Montserrat, Antigua and all the islands to thl~ 
north. It has not only made deserts where there should be 
gardens, but it has actually in places produced a disastrous 
effect on the climate. 1\11'. 'Watts can tell you of the evil 
effects of bush fires at the northern end of Montserrat and 
throughout Antigua. And I doubt not that many here can 
beal.' testimony to the fact that I have not oyer·estimated "thc 
urgency of the question. 
In Dominica there is a dry, burren district known as Grand 
Sanmnah, and, years ago, the late Dr. Illll'ay endcayored to 
reclaim a portion of it by planting young Ceara rubber trces 
on it in all directions. The plants grew well and there was 
every hopE" that this barren waste would have been brought 
into remunerative cultivation, and that a new industry would 
11aye been established in the country; but, unfortunately, thc 
bush fires set by the peasants in the dry season swept over 
the plantation and killed out the rubber trees planted with 
so mnch care and expense. A similar attempt made later on 
to plant up portions of the Grand Savannah met with the 
same disappointing result, and it is clear that nothing can be 
done in Dominic-a to reclaim sueh barren lands until, by legis-
luth'e enactments, tIll' people are prevented from causing 
thpse extensive and disastrous conflagrations. 
LE"gislation is also, undoubtpdly greatly needed in many is-
lands to abate thc eYils caused by these bush fir(>s. It would 
not be advisable now to prohibit'all fires on lands, but, with-
out dE"la~r, an end should be put to the systcm whereby ever'y 
person can, at any time, with impunity set fire to dry grass 
and l))'ush and so produee a eonfiagrntion that ma~', and often 
does, cause great injury and loss to his neighbor's property, 
and that certainly retards the prosperity of the country. Al-
though bush fire'S l1e'ca not he prohibited altogether, tlwy 
Rhould not be allowed to be set in VPI'Y dry seasons as they 
are then excee'dingly dangerous; and,' at other times, they 
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should be so regulated that the evils I have brought to your 
notice may be mitigated if not entirely abolished.-West In-
dian Bt(lletin. 
---:0:---
THE ROOT ROT OF' TARO. 
[From an interesting pamphlet, By T. F. Sedgwick of the 
Hawaii Agricultural Experiment Station, we make 
some extracts regarding this plant.] 
According to DeCandolle the taro plant is a native of India;: 
from whicl1 country it was transported first to Ceylon, Su-
matra, the Malay Archipelago and Egypt, and more recently 
to the Fiji Islands and New Zealand. From New Zealand 
it undoubtedly accompanied tl1e present native Hawaiian race 
in its migl'ation to Samoa, Tahiti, and finally to tl1ese Islands_ 
The plant has been in cultivation so long that there are 
many cultural varieties, differing from one anotl1el' in size, 
maturity, form and habit of growth, and especially in the col-
oring of tl1e flesh of the swollen root or corm, the portion of 
the plant which is mainly used for food, and the varieties 
resulting from cultivation have become so fixed, that they 
now have nearly tl1e same value as separate species. 
In Hawaii there are two distinct individual strains of taro, 
the one with red or pink flesh and the other white. Of each 
of these strains there are many sub-yarieties or forms, eaelt 
with native names. A list of such varieties is given in 
"Thrum's Anllual for 1888," enumerating twenty-eight in all. 
Later lists give as high as forty-five separate forllls or strains 
known to the Hawaiian people. {:- {:. ·x· 
'l'aro holds about fourth place among the products of Ha-
waii, at least in area of land devoted to its cultivation and 
probably also in total value of crop. The investment in taro 
growing approximates from $450,000 to $500,000. It is pl'ac-
tically all consumed in Hawaii, the export of taro flom 01' 
"Taroena," amounting to but a yery small percentage of the 
total crop. 
Taro cultiyation is exceedingly profitable, and land suited 
to its cultiYation, proyided it has water rights, brings a high 
annual rental. 'fhe average rental pel' acre in the vicinity of 
Honolulu for taro land ranges from $40 to $50. 'fhe average 
retail price of poi in Honolulu ranges from 2~ to 5 cents pel' 
pound. One acre will generally produce from twelye to fifteen 
tons, which sells for ~rom $1.75 to $2.50 pel' hundl'ed pounds. 
I.Jand turo, 01' taro grown witho.11t irrigation, makes excellent 
poi and does llot seem as readily affected with the root: rot 
as that grown under irrigation. 
The land suitable for the cultivation of the water taro, the 
variety which is principally grown, is a rich deep, mnck soU, 
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bordering the strea.ms or occupying the lowest portions of 
the valleys extending back into the mountains, Land to be 
capable of growing taro must have an abundant supply of 
running water, and it needs also to be very rich, Many of the 
taro fields now in cultivation have been planted in taro, with 
hardly any rest for one hundred years or more. 'l'he old Ha-
waiians understood the needs of occasional fertilizing and 
often allowed their patches to go without a crop for one sea-
son. They also planted certain weeds or burs in the taro 
patches, and spaded under the growth, thus not only giving 
the patch a rest, but adding a considerable amount of organic 
matter to the soil. 
The available irrigated taro land is about all occupied. The 
opening up of new areas for its cultivation would be depen-
dent, either upon the discovery of additional sources of water 
supply, or upon more careful use of the water now available. 
Although taro has been the staple food of the Hawaiians, 
it is probable that the demands for it and its products will 
decrease rather than increase as time goes by. Taro and it~ 
prod11cts while relished by many of the older white settlers 
of these Islands does not meet the same favor among the 
newer IjOpulation, so the probabilities are that the time will 
come within the next one 01' two generations when a large 
share of the taro lands now in cultivation will be planted to 
other crops. 
USUAL METHOD OF CUL'ruuE.-Taro is cultivated in patches 
of varying size. Each patch is surrounded by a dyke contain 
ing openings admitting water and allowing its exit. These 
patches are usually extremely irl'egular and depend on the 
contour of the land both as to size and shape. A valley con-
taining one or two square miles will have, perhaps, two 01' 
tlll'ee hundred taro patches or fields, and hardly two of these 
will be exactly alike in size or shape. 
Before planting the taro the water is allowed to drain off 
the fields; the gronnd is then dug up, or plowed with a rice 
plow, and is fertilized with the leaves, stems and trimmings 
of the previous crop. In this way the taro rot is perhaps often 
transferred to new fields. through the use of the trimmings 
of diseased plants as fertilizer. Occasionally stable manure 
is used. or mrely, a complete fertilizer. These are thoroughly 
mixed 'with the soil. 
Taro is propagated by means of the crown of the plant 
with its accompan;dng leaf stalks. At the time the crop is 
harvested. the npper portion of the root is cut off with a 
knife. then the leavrs themselves are cut off leaving abont 
six inches of lraf stalk on the crown of the root. These tops. 
called "hules." are either planted in [l circle around a little 
mound of dirt, or in rows across the field. They are usuallv 
placed about one foot apart. As soon as the patch is planted 
water is again turned on, but only enough is used to keep the 
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hules moist until the roots start. 'l'he patch is not flooded. 
In about a month after the hule has been planted the 
roots start, and the crown throws out new leaves. The period 
of maturity varies according to the variety, ranging from 
twelve to fourteen months or more, fl'om the time the hule 
is set in tIle ground. 
Cultivation consists in keeping the patch clear of weeds 
and the soil between the roots is sometimes stirred with pick 
or shovel, care being taken not to loosen the roots. -If '/,-
TAllO RQT.-The lowland taro, or that which is grown en-
tirely under irrigation, suffers a great deal from a diseast~ 
known as "taro rot." This rot has assumed such proportions 
that many taro growers have been compelled to give up the 
cultiyation of this crop and use their lands for rice, bananas 
01' other crops. In the Yicinity of Honolulu, it is estimated 
that this rot, in average years, causes a loss of half the crop. 
Oedain districts are apparently free from the disease, but it 
has been reported from all of the Islands of the group. 
The disease appears to be of two forms, one of which is due 
to soil conditions or lack of drainage. The other is of a fun-
gus or bacterial nature and is due in part at least to the 
planting of diseased hules. The rot is first observed in_ the 
patches when the plants are about two lUontlls old, usually 
making its appearance on small or poorly nourished hules, 
or on those which al'e improperly planted. The disease is en-
tirely 10ca1." 
The losses throughout the Hawaiian Islands due to the 
disease amounts to at least $70,000 per annum, and the di!;-
ease seems to be on the increase. 
The l1igh rental value of the lands, and present methods of 
cultivation of taro work against the adoption of rational 
methods of ('ombating the rot. With a crop which l'equires 
from twelve to fomteen months for its complete maturity, the 
c:ultiyator feels that he must have something growing on the 
soil dUl'ing the entire term of the lease, and a crop of taro is 
no mOl'e than harvested before another is pla-nted, sometinies 
not more than three or foul' days intervening between the 
harvesting of the crop and the replanting of the hules. -r.- .. 
RmDlAllY.-Plants a1Ieded with the rot are easily distin-
guished in the field, either b;v the stunted appearance of the 
plnnt, 01' by the unusual bluish green or yellowish eolor of 
the leaves. The lower portion of the conn and the fine feed-
ing-roots whit·h anchor the corm in the soil, are roi:tpd away, 
and if an etfort is made to pull up the plant it COlllPS yeT'y 
readily. 
'rhp first diseased plants in the ('xperillwntal plat 
w('re found foUl' months after planting, but in some of the 
adjoining plats not under supervision, the rot appeared at two 
months. 'rhe first hules found to be diseased were small and 
"eJ'Y badly developed, and were found to hayc been cn! ,,- ith 
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very little of the mother taro left, or in planting they W(!l'e 
bent or not put in deep enough, or else they were found ill 
stagnant water. By comparing the experimental pInt WiTh 
the adjoining ones it could readily be seen that the fertilizer 
l'etal'dedmaturity. That is, taro grown where no fertilizer 
had been applied, had a tendency not only to contract the 
disease, but also to mature in a very much shorter season. 
Some of the adjoining plats which were not fertilized, had to 
be harvested six months before the propel' time, because of 
the prevalence of the rot. These facts indicate that proper 
fertilization at the right time, is one of the chief remedies or 
preventatives of taro rot. 
Practical experiments have shown that taro grows best if 
the hules are planted on virgin soil. In most patches, the 
taro grown on the margin of the field is the best, especially 
that which is next to the dyke, the soil of which the dyke is 
. formed probably containing more plant food than the mud at 
. the bottom of the patch. There is also usually better drain-
age immediately adjacent to the dyke than in the center of 
the field. 
It has been observed that where taro is planted on virgin 
soil, or on land which has either been allowed to rest for 
three or four months, 01' has been planted in rice or somc~ 
other crop, the plants will remain healthy for 'several season::;. 
The growing of rice on taro lanu. is an effective remedy for 
taro rot, giving comparative immunity for two or three years, 
but the liming of the soil will be found more practicable. 
Observations made during the past season indicate that 
the disease is (',wried only to a limited extent by the irriga-
tion water. The expel'imental plat was comparatively free 
from this disease this year, although during the previous 
season it had been seriously infected. The next plat below 
was this year badly attacked by the rot, but the second plat 
into which the water drained was comparatively free from it. 
'1'hi8 local infection demonstrates, that although the soil may 
be thoroughl~' impregnated with the disease, yet the plants, 
if they arE' primarily healthy, will resist rot to a greater 
dE'gree than if primarily weak. 
'fhe hules used in the experimental plat were ellosen from 
plants badly infected with the l'ot. and the fact that a num-
ber of plants with rotten roots ,,,ere found within the first 
six months. would indicate how the disease is spread. 
'fhe conditions in the experimental plat previous to the be-
ginning of the expE'riment were the worst that could possibly 
be obtained in that locality. The crop hal'Yested in 1901 was 
very badly diseased. and the hules from this ('rop were used 
in the experiment, but with all these adverse conditions, the 
;yield from the experimental plat has been greater than in any 
similar area in the Kalihi District, being at the rate of 16 tons 
to the a('re. This is much above the average. 
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In the experimental plat the disease appeared first on the 
hules which were small and weakly, many of which had been 
planted. A diseased plant matures sooner than a healthy 
one, and may have healthy looking leaves, but they are mostly 
dwarfed and more or less distorted. The I'oot will develop and 
take on the form of an apparently matured root six months 
before it should do so. The taro root rot is apparently a local 
disease. A single diseased plant may be found among many 
healthy ones, or there may be a limited m'ea in which every 
plant is infected. 
The disease attacks the plant in two ways, and seems to 
present two stages of development. In one case the taro 
root rots from the tip. 'rhe decay gradually extends upwm'd 
until the whole corm becomes a soft decayed mass. A root 
infected with this soft rot has a peculiar chamcteristic fetid 
odor, something like decayed fish. The othel' forlll of the 
disease apparently has its source in the center of the corm, 
01' neal' the lower end, and the effect is to produce a hard, . 
brown core. 'rhis may be an entirely distinct disease from 
that commonly known as root rot. 
A diseased slip will grow better on virgin soil, 01' soil which 
has been planted to other crops, than on old taro soil. Har-
vesting taro before its maturity has a tendency to induce dis-
ease. The planting of one variety year after year on the saIlt(~ 
patch, tends to a deterioration of the crop. 'rhe development 
of the rot seems favored by allowing the water to become 
stagnant, the taro growing best in running water. In irrigat-
ing the taro patches the water should be made to circulate 
over the entire plat. The usual method is to admit the water 
at one corner of the patch, and to have the outlet on the same 
side at the other corner_ As a result the watel' stagnates oYE').' 
two-thirds of the field. 
Rules which have no eye are often planted, 'l'hese are 
slow to start and are more liable to become diseased. Plants 
growing on soil which has not been sufficiently dug up and 
cultivated, produce poor taro. 
In applying fertilizer to a taro soil, it should be done before 
the taro is planh'd, and thoroughly mixed ,,·ith the soil. Thl' 
field shouuld then remain unplanted for as long a pel'iod a;.; 
possible and be ngain cultivated befol'e the hules are plnnted. 
Fertilizers promote the gro,vth both of diseased and healthy 
plants. "There there was an excess of lime in certain spots, 
a few plants were corroded by it, but there was no disease . 
. Nitrogen, in the form of ammonium sulphate or of sodium 
nitrate is the only fertilizer which can be profitably applied 
to taro while it is growing. 
CONcLusIONs.-The conditions necessary to secure a good 
crop of taro, are: 
(1) A supply of good hules free from disease. 
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(2) A patch so laid out as to secure the most economical 
use of the irrigation water. 
(3) The application of proper fertilizers at the right time. 
(4) A constantly running stream of water circulating over 
the fields, or when this is not possible, a frequent change of 
water. 
(5) An occasional change in the variety of the taro planted. 
(6)' An entire change of hules from one patch to another, or 
.a rotation of crops, using taro land for !'ice or bananas, at 
least two years in every five. 
---:0::---
INSECTICIDES FOR USE IN HAWAII. 
One of the greatest hill'lrancp.s to agriculture in these Isl-
ands is the ravages 'Of insect pe&t",. The songs of the ancient 
Hawaiians often refer to the roses once grown, but the roses 
exist today only in song and ill the memory of Kamaainas. 
Theil' growing' was abandoned because of th.-~ destructive work 
of the Japanese "rmle" beetle (:tclorchts 1tmbros1ts). 
"Tatermelons and muskmelons are a luxury, a good water-
melon bringing fifty tents to one dollar at the fruit stands in 
Honolulu. These products could he raised in certain sections, 
in quantities great enough to bri.ng them within the reach of 
~Y(:'ry table, were it not for the attack of the "melon-fly" 
(DaclIs cllcnrbitac). 
Some sections, otherwise ideal for farming, cannot produce 
paying crops because of the presence of vast numbers of cut-
worms, locally known as "peelua" or "polw" worms, the J'onng 
or lary;:e of several species of moths belonging to the family 
Noctuid;:e, which devour not only the vegetable gar'dens but 
whole fields of forage plants. 
One of the plant lice, the "green fly" (:tphis sp.), in the past 
season did much damage to the corn crop of the Kula Dis-
hid, on the Island of MauL 'fhe :deld of corn would Imve 
been large, but the attacks of the plant lice may result iu 
driving many holders to give up their leases. It is not the 
small farmer alone who is the sufferer. The manager of one 
of the sugar plantations estimates a loss of $50,000 worth of 
cane on a single plantation through the destructive work of 
the cane bol'('1', the larya of a beetle (Sphc/lophol'lts obscnnts). 
MC:'niion should be made of the valuable work of Prof. A. 
Korhele, the 1'(:'rritol'ial entomologist. who has not only great-
ly hrneiHted these islands, bn t other countries as well, by the 
introduction of beneficia I insects into infested regions. The 
lark of this natural check, (the insect enemies of injurious in-
sects), greatly increasrs the percentage of loss through insect 
dC:'prcdatiolls. The introduction of snch beneficial species will, 
when they become established, help to solve the problem of 
Hawaii's insect pests, bnt cannot be relied upon to extermin-
ate the pests or render the use of insecticides unnecessary. 
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PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES. 
Vegetable gardening in the vicinity of the largel' towns is 
at present the only side of horticulture developed within the 
Territory. No large orchards or vineyards exist. Hawaiian 
agriculture is confined mainly to the production of field crops. 
The raising of fruits is for the most part limited to a small 
number of trees about the homes. 
Generally speaking, the measures taken in combating the 
injurious insect pests of field crops must be precautionary, an 
effort to prevent their becoming established rather than at-
tempting a remedy afterwards. But when a pest is estab-
lished, and its work is serious, the use of insecticides is ill 
many cases feasible. 
The "balance of nature" in these Islands is, at present, de-
cidedly in favor of the insect pests. Thorough cultivation of 
crops, rather than cane, has not been practiced; varieties of 
plants especially resistant to insect attacks have not been 
chosen; the proper time of planting has not always been taken 
into account; certain necessary elements, which the plants 
need for food, have been lacking in the soils, and, except in 
the raising of cane, have not been supplied by fertilizers. In-
sect pests have crept in upon us from abroad unobserved, 
leaving their enemies behind. There are no regular seasons 
of extJ'C'me cold or drYness. and thus relieved of natural checks 
the pests have multiplied rapidly. All these factors have 
turned the balance in favor of the pest. Every effort must 
be exerted to reverse the balance in favor of the plant. A 
good strong healthy plant will often show no serious effects 
from an attack by insects where a weak or poorly fed plant 
will be completely devoured.. Ch~an cultivation; the burning-
of all rubbish about cultivated fields, which may harbor insect 
pests; planting at the time attacks are known to be les:'l 
serious; and, using fertilizers to supply in abundance the 
necessary elements of plant food. will tend to make strong 
healthy plants which in many cases will withstand inseet 
attacks and thus render the use of insecticides unnecessary_ 
GEXERAL USE OP IXSIilCTICIDES. 
The practice of fighting insect pests by the use of inseeti-
eides has come into general use throughout the WOl'ld. Roth 
the entomologists and hortieulturists of the U. R. Dppal't-
ment of AgricultUl'e at ,Vashington and the various Rtate 
experiment stations. have given mueh attention to till' sub· 
ject. The rpsult is an immense amount of scientific litel':l-
ture. much of which is within the reach of the ordinary rpnder. 
Detailed instructions covering the lIse of the more il;lportan t 
insecticid(,R. applying to the United States in general. al'p 
given in Farmers' Rulletin 127 of the U. 8. Department of 
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A.grieultme, by C. L. 1\1arlatt, First Assistant Entomologist, 
and the formulre for the various insecticides given in the pre· 
sent bulletin al'e taken from this and other similar publi-
cations, 
Bl'l'J:-;G A~D SUCKING INSECTS. 
The injUl'ious inseets attacking the external part:;:. 'vf plants: 
may be plaeed~ in ac(;ordance with their manner of feeding,. 
under two general 11e:1o.s: 
(1) HWng insects-those that illjUl'e vegetation by actual-
ly biting and eating the plant, lFig. 1). 
(2) Sucking insects-those that injure the plant by piercing 
tlw outer covering or epidermis, and, by means of ,tube-like 
mouth parts, s.ucldng the sap Ot' juice from the tissues of the 
plant, (Fig. 2~ B). 
The idea in the use of insedieides is to apply various poisons 
iu sudl a way as to cause the death vf the insects. III the case 
of Biting ins(~('ts the pois()n is an ,internaL one, that is, tlu:' 
poison is applied to the food of the insect HO as to be e~den 
\vith it, thereby eausing its death. 'fo kill the sllcki/l[/ insects: 
the poison must be applied to the insects thems'elves, acting; 
as an c{(:/crnal irritant, silF~e they do not chew the plant, and" 
ihpl'pfore, will not take ill the pOi~OIl placed on the stH'face. 
The poisons llsed fOl' sucking insc-cis must kill by contact 
alone, and thii':' dass of insecticide,s is spoken of as the "con-
taet" poisons. In no ease must the remedy be worse than the 
disea:::e, that is, it must not kill 01' serionsly injure tlie plants 
while killing the pests. 
'fIte biting inseets' common in the Hawaiian Islandt; may be 
illustrated by the ,Japanese beetlt" the cut-worms (peelu,L 01' 
Jloko WOl'IllS), gl'Hsshoppers, the Olinda bug l_,l/"(/lIli,QIl8 tIlUcri), 
and others with hiting mouth pal'ts. Figure 1, mustrMes the 
work of the biting insects. 
'l'he sucking iWN:'cts are l'epre:5ent(~d by th~ mealy hugs, scale' 
insects, plant lice, and plant hoppers. In figul'e 2, B, The elIect 
of the attack of a sucking insect i~ shown. 
InseetH of hoth dasses feeding on the exi:el'Ilal lHlI'ts of the 
plant, offer a rail'ly easy pl'oble·m of control. 'l'Itm'.~ feeding 
on the internal parts of the IJlant, such as the cane 1.101'('1' and 
melon-fly, or on the ro01S I)f plants beneath the sUl'fa('e of the 
~I'olmd: various llollsehold pests; ;llId insects HYing as· I;<ll'a-
HiteE' on cfbmestie animals, present more diflkult problems, and 
therefol'e demand special treatment in combating them. 
Sl'HA Y1NG Al'l'ARA'l'US. 
'flt(' most eommon method of applying inseetiddes is by' 
spI'aying. A liquid poison, to kil! either by being eaten with 
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the food or by contact with th·~ iusect itself, is "sprayed~' on 
the infested plants. Nearly every manufacturer ,of pumps has· 
on the market appaJ'atus made (;xpressly for this pm-pose. 
Thes(' J'ange all the way from a hand syringe (Fig. 5, A.) with 
a capacity of a few ounces, to 8Team 01' gasoline sprayers (PI. 
1., Fig. 3) with a capacity of s'cvpral barrels. The important 
parts of any. spraying device ,lre a pump to force the liquid 
out through it hosp, and a nozzle (Pig. 5, C.) :.:t the end to con-
Yert the liquid into a spray. 
\Vhel'e the plants are of any lwight, trees for example, the 
nozzle must be brought in close pL'oximity to the parts to be 
treated, since the liquid cannot be t.hrown any great distance. 
'This is done by means of a handle of some light material, 
uSlJwlly bamboo. (Note extension rods sl!o\vn in illustrations 
Pl. 1.) 
SUCCI·;SSFUI, SI'IlA YlXG. 
Successful spraying depends mainly on fOll!' things: (1), un-
.(}el'stnnd~ng the feeding habits of the insect, that is, whether 
it is a hiting insect or a sucking insect; (2), the natUL'e of the 
remedy to be applied; (3), the efficiency of the apparatus to 
·r;ovel' the infested part of the plant; and, (4), the thol'oughnes's 
with whieli the work is done. The frequency of showers in 
many localities in tli(' Territory will make it nel~(:ssary to 
spray more often than e!:,;ewherl? 
In cold countries the pests l'i!C('JYe a natural check by the 
seyere winters, and much of the spraying i~, done at the time 
when the plants are not in the !caf, since there is then no 
danger of damage to the foliage. Howeyer as insect pests 
find here in I-Inwaii a, continuous :mpply of food, it ,,,"ill re-
quire a more persistent effort to keep them in check. 
I:->SEC'l'ICT fili;S. 
Spaying :.'\Iixtures for Biting Insects. 
(Beetles, cut ,,"onllS, grass-hoppers, and others with biting 
month parj·s.) 
Paris greeu:-
Paris gl·een. . ..................... pound .. s 1 
I.iIne. . ........................... pound.. 1 
'V uteI'. . ................... gaHom,.. 100-350 
'ro prepare thi~ mixture slake the lime in 2 or 3 gallons of 
'water and dilute to th<.> desired ~tl'ellgth. Mix the Paris gl'een 
into a JH1ste with a little water and sOl' into the lime mixture. 
"rile stronger mjxtUl'\~S aI'e used for such "igorous foliag(; as 
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that of the potato, the weaker mixtures for tender foliage, 
such as that of the Ileach. An n \'erage of 1 pound of Paris 
green to 150 gallons of water is a good strc!l1gth for general 
purposes. The lilll<=; is added to combine with free arsenic 
\yhich may be present and thus to remove or lessen the dallger 
of scalding the foliage. 'fhe mixture should be strained before 
use to prevent lump;,:, fl'om clogging the spraying apparatus 
and 'should be kept constantly ~!til'I'ed or shaken to prevent 
I:ettling~ Apply by means of a pump, spraying the plants un-
til they are eyenly covered, but stopping before the mixture 
eomnWllces to dl'ilj f,'om the leaves. 
Paris green ....................... pound .. i 
Bordeaux mixture .............. gallons .. 40-50 
Bordeaux mixture i~' used to (',heel\: the fungus diseases of 
plants. It is often nsed with suceess in combination with 
Paris gl'een. Such a mixture bas tile advantage of llot being 
readily washed away by sl1owers,-and plays it double part in 
destroying not only the insect pests, but the fungus diseases 
as well. This mixture is t~Specicllly l'ecomm.~nded for potatoes 
here and should he applied early, even befor,~ the effects of the 
l'ut WOl'ms and the fungus dispase to which this crop is sub-
ject are to b(· seC'n. 
Pal'il;: greell has for years lw(!n the standard remedy for 
biting insects, such as cut wor111S, beetles, lP'asshoppers, etc., 
hut on account of it~, high price and the difilculty of keeping' 
it in sm;pension several other :ll'senical poisons have been 
recommended as subE,titutes for it under certain conuitions, 
mnong these being arsenate of jpad and arsenite of lime. 
Arsenate of lead:-
'Arsenate of soda .................. oances.. 3 
Acetate of lead (white sugar of l('ad).ounces .. 7' 
'Va tel' . . ....................... gall ons.. 25 
The !lrSenate of soda and aeetate of lead should first be 
d'issolyed sep:tratei," in a few quarts of warlll water, using 
wooden vessels. "When dissol ved, mix together and dilute to 
the required proportions. v\~hen the two solutions are mixed 
a white prpcipitnte of arsenate of lead is formed which is more 
easily kept suspended in water than any of the other arsenical 
poisonE'. 
Ar'3enat(' of lead i5 no\'\' on tlw market, both as a Jry pow-
der and in pastp form, ready for immediatt: use. It "may be 
llsed at any strength from :3 to 15 pounds to the 100 gallons 
of water without injury to the foliage, and in this respect is 
mueh 1;:",fe1' on delicate plants than any other arsenical. Its 
use i'3 advised where ('xcl'ssive stY'pngths are desirahle or with 
delicate plants where scalding is Mhel'wise liable to result. 
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\Vith this insecticide the1'e is an,advantage in mooing the fresh-
ly prepared and wet mixture in that it give a more filmy and 
adhering coating- lo foliage, the same fineness not being se-
cured when it has oeE'n dried and l'epulvel'lzed." 
'1'he1'e is dangel' of this poison being mistaken for:wme-
thing harlllle:<s, becanfle of HEo lack of colQr, alld fOl' this reason 
a dye is ofteu added to prt!vent acddent. 
ISoda Arsenite of lime;-
"'hite arsenic ............ ........ !wund.. 1 
8al Soda cl'.ystals ................... pound.. 4 
\Vater .......................... gallons .. 1 
Boil the aI'senic and the sal soda ill the water for twenty 
minutes, 01' until dissolyed. Add ellough water to make up 
for the loss by evaporation. This is the stock mixtm-e anll 
will keep indefinitely, but, ill all cases must be diluted greatly 
before using, FOl' ordinary spraying ope1'ations add one pint 
of the stock mixture to 40 gallons of wate1', in which about 
three pounds of freshly slaked lime has been previously mixed. 
If used with the Bordeaux mixtm-e the lime addition is to b,) 
omitted, using as befo1'e, one pint of the stock arsenical mix-
ture for 40 gallons of the Bordeaux mixture. 'fhe arseni..: 
unites with the lime to forlll arsenite of lime. 'fhe soda is 
used to hasten the process and to illsme the combination of 
all the arsenic with the lime. The gl'eatest care should b(! 
exe1'cised in preparing the stock mixtl1l'e, and afterwards ill 
keeping it plainly labeled to prevent its being mistaken fOI' 
some other substance: In actual practice the arsenite of lime 
has rH'oved as etfectice as the older at'senital compounds. Its 
cost is Vel'Y inconside1'able, which, with its known etfectiYe-
ness, is its "thief recommendation .. 
Pyrethrulll ;-
P}Tethrum 01' bubach, is the powder commonly used here 
against l1l0sq uitoes, by burning. "It acts on insects exter-
nally through their breathing pores, and is< fatal to many 
forms both of biting and sucking' insects. It is not POiSOllOUii 
to man or the higher animals, and hence may be used where 
poisons would be objectionable. Its chief yalue is against 
household pests, sueh as roaches, flies, and ants, and in gl'eeu-
houses, conservatories, and small gardens, wbere the use of 
arsenical poisons would be inadvisable. . It is used as :l 
dry powder, pure or diluted with flour, in which form it ma," 
be puffed about rooms or over plants." 
Pyrethrum is also applied in water in the proportion of olle 
ounce of the powder to two or three gallons of water. 
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Hellebore:- .. 
White Hellebore is an internal poison used against biting 
insee/ls. lts use is limited because it soon loses its poisonou:;; 
properties on exposure to the air, and is eompal'atively high 
in price. It is also less active than the arsenical poisons. It 
is recommended for use in the h'eatment of plants the fruits 
of which are to be eaten shortly. The powder should be 
applied in the evening or morning, when the plants are wet 
with dew, or just after a shower. Applied with water use 
one ounce of hellebore to three gallons of water and apply 
with a spray pump. 
Dl'Y Application of Paris Green. 
Paris green ....................... pound.. 1. 
Flour or lime ...................... " .. 1.0 
nIix together thoroughly and apply with a powder gun 01' 
saek. Many forms of powder guns are on the market. A 
dusting' sack can be made from any cloth material having an 
open mesh and the application is made by shaking the bag 
lightly over the plants. 
The application of insecticides in dust form is strongly 
l'eeommended by some writers. Over limited areas and on 
low-gl'owing plants it can be done effectually, especially in 
the early morning or late evening when the dew is present to 
tause the poison to adhere better to the foliage. Marlatt 
says: "For application to vegetables which will ultimately 
be used for food, as the cabbage, 1. ounce of the poison should 
be mixed with six pounds of flour or ten of lime and dusted 
merely enough to show evenly over the surface. Arsenicals 
should not be applied to the lettuce or other vegetables the 
free leafage of which is eaten." 
Lime may replace the flour in the mixture, but it does not 
adhere to the plant so readily, and is less readily eaten by 
the insect. 
In reply to an inquiry as to the importance of dust spraying 
as pradiced in l\Iissomi and adjacent States, Prof. J. C. 
"'hitten, Horticulturist of the l\Iissouri Experiment Station, 
Wl'itps as follows: "The dust spraying is assuming consider-
able importance with us whel'e men have large orchards and 
have not the water or teams to spray with the great weight 
of water that is necessar~' in large orchards. It is particular-
ly in favor in the rough fruit lands of thp Ozarks where the 
steep hillsides and large areas make liquid spraying expen-
sive and in some cases impossible. 
In our judgment it is not generally so effective as liquid 
spraying where the latter ('an be thoroughly done but wher(~ 
one can::iot spra~' with liquid it is way ahead of no spraying. 
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Th(' following datu in spraying for codling moth of the ap-
ple in our l~xperimeiltal ol'chard last year gives something of 
an idea of how it compares with liquid. 
Check trees .. not sprayed; frui thad 72 pel' eent affected with 
moth. 
Dust sprayed trees had 3t; pel' eellt affected with moth. 
Liquid sprayed trees had Hi pel' ('ent affe(;ted with mot"h. 
In both cas<':s Pari::; green was uf;ed to kill the moth, it being 
applied with air slaked lime as a dust and in the regulation 
way with warer as a liquid spray." 
At present Hawaii 'has no large ol'chal'els but should this 
line of agl'iculturf' bl~eome important, as it undoubtedly will 
in time. the results of the Missouri experiments ,,,ill be well 
worth bearing in mind. ::\111ch or the land which might be 
llsed for fruit raising, especiall,Y frllits of the temperate zone, 
i~ found in the higher altitudes, where Jiqui<l &prayil1g would 
bp a difficult matier on any considerable s,e:ale beeause of 
the prevailing steep slopeS. 
Poisoned Baits. 
The attacks of certain kin<ls of insects, such UR the cut 
wo~'ms, are often most effectively checked by the use of val'-
ious poisoned baits. 
Arsenic and bran mash:-
'White arsenic ...................... poun<l .. 1 
Sugar ...... ........................ " .. 1 
Bran...... ..... .................... " .. 6 
:Mix with just enough water to moisten the mass. 
A dry mixture of bran and Paris green has been recom-
mende<l for the cut worms. In either case place the mixture 
in rows in infested fields. Do this eyen before the pests put 
in an appearance. Frequent rains will make it necessary to 
repeat the operation. Care must be taken to keep <lomestie 
animals out of fields treated in this manner. 
Another poisoned bait recommended by several authoritie~ 
is freshly cut plants, such as sorghum. cabbage leayes, alfalfn, 
etc., dipped in a strong arsenical mixture an<l strewn about 
in infeste<l places. The bait 8hou1<1 be protected from drying 
by covering with boards 01' stones, and should be renewed as 
soon as it becomes dr;v, or eyery 3 to 5 <lays. For insects such 
as cut worms, which work at night, the baits should be 
applied in the early evening so as to be as fresh as possible. 
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Spraying Mixtures for Sucking Insects. 
(Scale insects, mealy bugs, plant lice, etc.) 
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'fhis class of insect pests is widely distributed and occurs, 
in large numbers throughout Hawaii. 'rhe· most important 
insecticide for the sucking insects is kerosene emulsion. 
Kerosene emulsion:-
The keresone emulsion used in l'ecent trials made by this-. 
station was prepared in the following mallnel':-
One-half pound of whale-oil soap was dissolved in one gal-
lon of water while the water was boiling over a fil'e. Whil..: 
the solution of soap and. water was still boiling hot it wa::; 
removed a safe distance from the fire and two gallons of 
kerosene (coal oil) was added and the mixture thoroughly 
dJUrlH'd together with a f.orce pump (Fig. B) by pumping the· 
mixture back into itself, using a nozzle throwing a 
direct stream. 'l'he emulsion was churned in this manner foe 
about five minutes or until it had become creamy and all th.; 
free oil had disappeared. 
This is the stock solution and in all cases must be diluted' 
befOl'c it is applied to the insects on an infested plant. 'l'ht~ 
emulsion thus made kept well for several weeks. If the oil 
separates from the mixture it will rise to the top and should 
be skimmed off before the emulsion is applied. Any hard 
soap shaved fine may be used in place of the whale-oil soap. 
The emulsion should not be diluted until wanted for use. 
The amount of water added to dilute the stock solution de-
pends on the pest to be destroyed; that is, whether it is a 
"hard" or "soft" bodied insect. The soft-bodied insects are 
well illustrated by the mealy bugs and the plant lice. The 
bodies of the scale insects are covered by a hard waxy ex-
cretion which l'esists the action of the emulsion or other in-
secticides. j\.. strength of 1 part of the emulsion to 20 parts 
of water was sufficient to kill the aphis on rose bushes and 
cucumber vines; 1 part of the emulsion was added to 15 partR 
of water and used with success against the mealy bug on 
citrus trees. The powdery or "mealy" excretion of the ,,-ax-
lil;:p snbstancc· with whkh this inspl.'i: is covered Ill'eeF'siiated 
using the stronger solution (15 to 1, instead of 20 to 1). In 
some cases a second spraying was necessary to kill all of the 
mealy bugs, probably because the emulsion did not injure 
the eggs. A second spraying about ten days after the first 
application, if done thol'ong'hl~" will entil'ply clear the plants 
of the mealy Img. In case of the "purple" scale of the or-
ange, and the "rose" scale, a strength of 1 part of emulsion to 
only 10 parts of water was found necessary to kill the insects. 
Since the emulsion kills onl:v by actual contact with the 
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insect, it is absolutely necessary that each insect be covered 
.by the emulsion in order to destl'oy all, 
A small quantity of the emulsion can be made from the fol-
lowing formula and applied to plants where the number 
to be treated is small, as in a dooryard, by such a sprayer 
as shown in Figure 7. . 
Oook's hard soap emulsion:-
"Dissolve one-fourth of a pound of hard soap-or whale-oil 
'soap-in two quarts of water, add one pint of ke1'osene oil, 
:and pump the mixtUl'e back into itself while hot. This al-
ways emulsifies at once, and is permanent with hard or soft 
water. This is diluted with twice its bulk of water before 
:use." This small amount can be agitated or emulsified with 
an egg-beater, if a force pump or syringe is not available. 
Kerosene and water me often applied by means of a spray-
ing apparatus which mixes them automatically in the desired 
.proportions. thus doing away with the necessity of an emul-
'sifying medium such as soap. There are several such pumps 
'on the market. 
The following caution in regard to the use of kerosene 
'emulsion or other oil washes is taken from Farmers' Bulle-
tin 127: "Tn the ease of ];:(01'OSene washes. and, in fad. of all 
'oily washes on plants. the application should be just sufficient 
to wet the plant. without allowing the liquid to run down 
the trunk and rollect about the crown. Usnally around the 
crown. in the ease of young trees at least, there is a cavity 
formed by the swaying of the plants in the wind, and accumn-
l!ltion of the insecticide at this point. unless precautions be 
taken. may r('sult in the d('ath OJ' injur~' of the plant. Under 
these ronditions it may be advisable to mound up the trees 
befol'e spraying and fil'mly 1)ark the ('arth about the base. 
Care should b(' ta];:pn in rpfilling the tank that no free oil i8 
a11ow('d to accuml11ate gradually in the I'('sidu(' l<'ft at the 
bottom. when sl)l'a~'ing ,""ith emulsions or oil-water mixtures." 
1Yha 1(' oil soa p-
1\'hal(' oil soap ..... , .... " ..... Pounel. .~-
'Yat('l' .............. , ........ g:a11on .. l 
Dissolv(' the soap in hot watpl' and apply while still warm 
with a slll'ay pump. A solution of the abon~ stl'ength will 
be (,jf('f'iiyp against plant lir(' :111(1 otl1('1' soft bodied insects. 
Fol' scalp illS('ds a s1"l'ong'('1' solution (2 pounds of soap to 1 
gallon of WniPI') is I'Pouil'('{l. 'rh('l'c is dangPI' of a strong 
solution injming' tl1(' foliag-p and silH'f' h('I'p in Hawaii th,~ 
plnnts al'f' always ill Ipaf sl1ch solution should 1)(' uspd with 
raution. "''lith l:lI'gp 1I'pps. OJ' ba(lly infps1'('d tl'('('S. pl'('lim, 
ina!'y to 1'I'pa1'IlH'IIi' it iR dpRil'ahlp with ihis HI' w('ll fls otllPl' 
flpnlif'ationR to 1)1'1IIH' 1'11('111 ha('I;: YPI'Y !'igorollRl;'. This I'P-
Rulh, ill flll ('('Ollomy of Snl'nY and mal;:ps 1I111ch more thOl'ougil 
-and pjf(,(,ti\'(' work possible." 
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Resin Wash-
Resin ., .................... pounds .. 5 
Caustic soda (crude 78 per cent) .. " .. 1 
Fish oil (whale oil soap) ........ " .. ~ 
Water .... .. . ................ gallons. 20 
Place the resin and soda, "with the oil, in a kettle with 
water to cover them to a depth of three or four inches. Boil 
about two hours, making occasional additions of water, or 
until the compound resembles very strong, black coffee. Di-
lute to one third the final bulk with hot water, or with cold 
water added slowly over the fire, making a stock mixture, to 
be diluted to the full amount as used. 'When sprayed the 
mixture should be perfectly fluid, without sediment, and 
· should any appear in the stock mixture reheating should be 
resorted to, and in fact the wash is preferably applied hot." 
This wash is generally used on trees in a dormant condi-
· tion, that is, trees which have shed their leaves and are under-
going a period of rest. The lack here in these Islands of a 
definite period of rest on the part of the trees will necessarily 
'restrict the use of this wash. 
Gas Treatment. 
Treatment with certain gases has been found to be very 
· effective in destroying insect pests. In applying this method 
it is necessary that the plant be placed in an air tight room 
(as for nursel'y stock) or covered by a tent. Carbon bi-
'sulphide and hydrocyanic acid gas are the two gases most 
frequently used. 
Carbon bisulphide-
Ants may be killed by first making holes in the nest and 
pouring into each about an ounce of carbon bisulphide and 
closing the holes with earth. 
Plant liee on small plants may be killed hy placing an 
'oun('(' 01' more of the carbon hisulphide in a dish under the 
plant and eoYel'ing the plant with an airtight box. 
'ehis substallC'e is used with great success against insect 
pests infesting stored grain. It is poured on the top of the 
grain in bins, 01' a small room. mol'c or less airtight. at the 
rate of 1 ponnd to 1 ton of gl'ain 01' 10 cubic fect. 'fhe gas 
is heayier than the ail', and fol' this reason will sink into the 
mass. Marlatt says: "The hisulphide may he 11100'C fr(~ely 
employed with milling grain than that intended for ';;eeding. 
SiIlC'(, when used exC'essivc'ly it may injure the germ." 
Carhon hisulphide is expensiye when plll'ehased frolll retail 
druggists h~' the pOllnd. It can be purchased fl'OI1l whole· 
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sale houses in 50 pound lots 01' more for about 10 cents ]wr 
pound, the buyer paying the freight charges. 
Attention should be "called to the danu-er from fire in the 
presence of carbon bisulphide vapor in the air, but sp~ rinl 
reference should be made to it in connection with thp treat-
ment of bUildings. It is customary to mention tte danger 
of bringing a lighted cigar or any such thing into the presence 
of the fumes.· The application should always be maue in 
daylight as no artificial light of any kind is allowahle." '.rhe· 
same care should be exercised in the handling and storing of 
carbon bisulphide as is customary with other high explosivci'l. 
Hydrocyanic acid gas-
This gas, used extensively in certain sections of the country 
for scale insects, is generated by adding potassium cyanid to 
a mixture of water and sulphuric acid. The proportions de-
pend on the space the gas is to occupy. This is a violent 
poison, and since the fruit industry is not at present devel-
oped to any extent here, further information is not demanded. 
---:0:---
HOW TO SUOCEED IN BUSINESS. 
In nn admirable article in the Anwrican Groccr, wc find the 
following advice to ,Young men stfnting in business, iJy 'fhomas 
Martindale, one of tbe leading merchants of Phila(}elphia: 
iThe openings for young men of small llllOans are jusl: as 
nun18rons here as they are in any other eountry, but they 
are not labelt'd and tagged. '1'hl~ man who is looking for 
them must be ahie himseH to recognize thcm. If 'he waits 
for tbelt~ to come to him, with unimpeachable letters of in(1'o-
dlletion, and a certificate that tbey are of the clear quill. he 
will probably be disappointed. 
Therc :11'C openings in plenty for men of discernment and 
ability. hnt VCl'y few for the dullm'd 01' "has becn;" for OIl 
this coast are congregated, without a doubt, the brightest, 
kpenest tmdpl's in tIle whole country-youug, active, daring, 
puter]ll'h;illg, publie-spil'itl'd. and right up-to·date. ~'his is 
th(' kind of c(ompetition that is to be met. It is a COllllllon 
saying ,that (~ypry line of bUf;.illi~SS is Oyel'-i!one. 1i: is not 
so. It is t1\(~ cry of those who arc not abl(' to arlapt them-
seh'cs fo tbe new conditions. There ma v be some line8-
g'!'oc(,l'h's. reShllll';lIIt~ and the like-that ~\I'e OYe1'·(]onc, but 
it is onl;': thc POOl' ones of thest' that arc complaining. Those 
that m'\~ condllctpd in a lmf;.iness·1i1w way 'll'e making mOlley. 
'fhel'e arc in this l:oun1ry hundl'cdsof opportunitics to be 
Sl'il'.('(1. aBd worked out, '.hat Ilobot1y yet h;lS sl'I'i(HlSh (:011, 
sidcred. ISuceess or f:1i11l1'(> in any'1i;IC, here or cls(>~vhel'e, 
if.; in thp way tlH' thing is 1101lc. '1'l1e man with limited Cal)-
Hal sl1ould, 11l'st of all, !';tudy the ::;,jtuatioll himsl']j', on the 
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ground. It he does thi::, intelligently, and measures his 
abilities correctly, he need make no mistake. 
I have an abiding faith in -the integrity and hun est judg-
ment of President Roosevelt. A man who (>njoys the woods, 
tlle mountains, and the prairies., as much as he docs, and gets 
as much outdoor excitement as he does, ought to have clear 
judgment, a firm purpose, and good nerve. I'm a lmnter of 
hig game my;;elf, and I can speak "by the book" of the bene-
ficial eftects on the reasoning powers of a vacation spent in 
the solitudes of the great coniferon;;; forests, with the capture 
of big game as. the sole magnet to tlraw me there, and keep 
me t])(>re until the vacation period l~xpires. ,!'hen, and tlH~re, 
, if a man ever co.n see the right and wrong of a p~obleffi, he 
will be sure to distinguish the right from thc wrong with the 
gl'(>atest ease, becanse his mind is-or should be--unbiased 
by outside influences; and with no sounds to dis:turb hi;,; 
mental poise, excepling, perhaps, the soughing of the wind 
through the pine and juniper needles, and -the sprncp. boughs 
--Which only stimulate and freshen his reasoning powers-
his brain s'\wuld work at Its best. Heal', then, what Theo-
dore Roosevelt, the hunter, the Pl'esident of the United States, 
hus to say upon opP')rtuni>ties: 
"In this conntr·y the one thing worth having is opportunity, 
coupled "ith the capacity to do well and worthily a, piece of 
'vork." 
---:0:---
D.kNGERS OF ELEC'l'RICITY. 
How to Avoid Them. 
By Sydney F. '''alker; R. ]\., M. I. E. E., Etc., Etc. 
The accidents at the Fulham lJa1:hs illustrate the dangers 
incident to the use of electricity, aud a consideration of them 
and others of a similar nature show how easily the dangers 
may be provided against. 
Electricity is coming more and morc into our daily life. 
It is entering more and more into all our manufacturing 
processes, and its use in eyC?ry instance means either greater 
comfort or cheaper production. But the1'e is one thing 
necessary in order that the increasing use of elechicity may 
go on, and thai: is that it shall be prodneed and deliyered to 
the consumer at a ehC?ap rate, and for this purpose it is neces-
sal';\' that higher and higher pressmes shall be made use of. 
THI~ I'muLs Ol~ HIGH Prmssurm.- High pressnres enable 
plectl'ieHy to be generated ai: places wl1('1'e energy can be oh-
tained cheaply and to be transported cheaply to where the 
consumer J'eqllil'es it; and it iR not only i:he very high pres-
smes. sneh as are us(>d fOt' transporting electricit;v in large 
quantitic?s, that are eeonomical. "What may be termed high 
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domestic pressures enable current to be delivered to private 
houses, offices, warehouses, etc., at a cheaper rate than lower 
pressures, and this is the l'eason that in almost every town, 
as soon as incandescent lamp makel's were able to produce 
a really practical lamp at 200 volts, the lighting service wa:> 
altel'ed to that figure. And this is where the danger comes 
in-a danger, howevel', easily guarded against. 
'Yhen a man grasps a conductor with his hands and his feet 
are connected with what electricians call "ear'th," the othel' 
conductor of the supply service being connected to "earth" 
also, or when he gl'asps two conductol's l'epl'esenting the twv 
sides of the supply sel'yice with his two hands, a current 
passes through his body as long as he remains in connection. 
This current passes thl'ough the nel'Yes controlling two of thl: 
vital organs, the lungs and the heart, and the .danger will 
depend on the prpsslll'e of the sC'l'Yiee, the stI'ength of the cur-
rent which passes, and the time dUl'ing which it passes, the 
last being one of the most important factor's. The strength 
of the current passing will depend also on the pressure, and 
on the contact the victim makes ,vith the supply service and 
with "earth." 
The blood is forced tln'ough the arteries, the small capil-
laries, and the veins by the action of the heart. The heart 
is, in 'fact, a pump, an'd is subject to lllany of the laws gov-
erning other pumps. If anything occm's to stop or to lessen 
the action of the lungs, the action of the heart is lessened b.v 
the increase of the resistance to the passage of the blood 
throug-h the vessels, and by the decrease of energy delivered 
to the heart itself. If tllii" gop:> on for any lengTh of time 
the heart must come to rest, as any other pump would. 
And that is what takes place when an electric shock is re-
('eiYed, either from hand to hand or from hand to feet. If 
the shock is very powerful the heart lllay stop at once. If 
it is not very powerful. but if the passage of the current con-
tinues for any lpngth of time, the heart may ('ome gradually 
to rest, and this is what seems to have tak(>n place at Fulham 
and in other cases. 
Rmm RgcEx'l' ACCIDEX'l'S.- I have investigated seyer.:) 
instances of death from eleetric sllOek dUl'ing the past few 
years, ,,-here the pressure was supposed to be safe, and would 
have bcen safe with very trifling precautions. 
The conditions in all the cases were the same. 'rhcrp 'was 
an elpctl'ic spryiee of either 500 volts eontilluouS ('UI'l'pnt 0)' 
200 volts alternating. 'rile victims in caeh ('ase were making 
good eonneetions with "earth" through their f(,pt and othel' 
portions of their bodies. 'rhey made concdions with a con-
duet-or ill which thpre was all electrie prl'f'Sllrc by gl'aspill~ 
anothpr conduetor which was in eonllPdioll with the ,supply 
conductor, throngh a break in the illsnlal'ing" cnyclope. 'I'he 
conneetion was in nearly eycry case for seyeral minutes at 
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least. At a mine in ·Warwickshire the victim was standing 
on wet gl'ound, in wet boots and stockings, the ground being 
in conllection with one 1:lil.h~ of the 500 volt continuous. 
current supply service, and he made connection with the otheL' 
side of t~le service by grasping an iron girder, whose edg~ 
had scraped its way through the insulator to the conductor. 
1'he current was passing for at least ten minutes. 
At Sheffield the victim stood on the wet lead floor of !l 
lavatory, one side of the 200 volt alternate current supply 
service being connected to "earth," and he made connection 
with the other side of the supply service by grasping a brass 
bracket inside which the supply wires ran, the sharp edg(~ 
of the bracket having been forced through the insulating 
envelope by the victim himself in pulling the bracket down. 
'fhe CUl'rent was only passing through the man's body in this 
case for a very short time. He died probably partly from 
fright, caused by the sIwek, and }Jmtly from concussion of 
the brain caused by his mate pulling him violently down, so 
that the back of his head struck the concrete floor. 
At Fulham the vletims apparently Illaul~ connection to 
eal'th through the water in the baths, and through the drain 
pipes of the bath, a large portion of their bodies being in 
direct connection with the water, which was wm·lU. They 
made connection with the supply service, which was at 200 
volts. OJ' gmsping a pipe in which the supply wires ran, the 
pipe being insulated from "earth." but being in connection 
with the conductor inside through some abrasion of the in-
sulating envelope. The victims were in connection with thp. 
supply service for some minutcs; during which the action of 
the heart was gradually arrested. 
How '1'0 Pngyg~'l' DA~Glm.- 1'here are two methods of 
avoiding similar acci9-ents. One is by making the insulation 
envelopes of the supply conductors very much stronger me-
chanically than is at present the custom. so that they cannot 
be easily cut through. Electricians and wiring contractors 
are apt to leave this part of the problem out of account alto-
gether, and no one h'oubles so long as nothing happens. 
The other method is to connect all metal pipes. tubes, 
brackets, ('te .. through which supply wir('s run to "em·th," so 
that no differcnc('s of pressure can possibly exist betweert 
them and "earth." 
Both these methods should be applied, and we should then 
hear no more of accidents of the kind. even when still. higber 
pressures rule. It is the difference of pressure betwe('il t1H~ 
pipe 01' the bracket which is grasped and the "em'th" with 
which the victim is in connection which causes the trouble. 
If the pipe cannot make connection with the conductor and if 
the pipe is at the same pressure as the earth no current can 
pass and no danp:cr follows.-London Daily Mail. 
SID:-my F. WALKER. 
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ENGLISH SUGAR ]t'ARMS. 
A Practical Question for 1903. 
",Vith the abolition of the sugar bounties it at once becomes 
possible-and therefore assured-that a new industry will 
arise in England. Now, for the first time, it will pay to 
grow sugar in England. Already some hundreds of agri-
culturists are only waiting for that abolition to become sugar 
plantel's on a large scale. 
For it is a fact, if but little known, that, as a result of the 
"Daily Mail" agitation against the sugar bounties during the 
last few years, there has been an incl'easing number of sugar 
farmers in England. l'rue, they have only farmed on a very 
small scale. They have, indeed, been mere experimenters. 
But by experiment they have satisfied themselves that they 
can grow quite as good sugar and quite as much to the acrl~ 
as' can be grown in Germany, France, 01' Russia; and that 
there is nothing but the protection of foreign bounties to pI'e-
vent England fI'om establishing this industry on such a scale 
as to be of incalculable benefit to the countl'Y. 
A RES'l'ORED INDUS'l'RY.-",Ye allude, of course, to the cuI· 
tivation of the sugar beet, and, with it, the l'e-establishment 
of that sugar-refining trade which was once so flourishing. 
How that trade has declined (in the face of foreign protec-
tion and home indifference) may be seen in a moment when 
we say that British sugar refineries have in forty years shrunk 
from the total of a thousand to a total of eleven!· 
During the last year, however, our pioneer sugal' farmers 
haye done so well, and the average of their net results is 
so favorable for the future, that it is clear we are on the eve 
of a new departure. The last year's wol'ldng on many littL.~ 
farms scattered throughout the country and carl'ied on by 
such men as Lord Denbigh, LOl'd Lathom, Lord Rothschild, 
and Colonel Everal'd, and by such public bodies as the Liver-
pool COl'poration, the Hampshire Council, and the like, may 
be regarded as having at last demonstrated the success of 
the beet industry in England, For the l'eturns of the crop 
prove that we have beaten the average of the Continental 
growers, and that there is not a county in England and ",Vale,,; 
which could not profitably grow it. 
The on·e thing for which the countr~· now waits is the re· 
moval of the tax in favor of the foreigner, That will tak~ 
place in a very short time. Then there will be nothing be-
tween the English farmer and a new and profitable industry, 
and nothing between the ~ountry and a SOUl'ce of new wealth. 
WORK FOR WASTE ACRES.- The main advantages may be 
summm'ized as increasing the national wealth; utilizing land 
now unprofitable; improving agriculture generally; creating 
a new supply of food for stock; and enormonsly benefiting 
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the working classes of the country, and, in particular, those 
of the now depopulated rural areas. 
A glance aCI'OSS the Channel will give us some idea of this. 
Last year, for example, Germany grew sugar beets on about 
1,500,000 acres; Austria-Hungary gave 1,000,000 acres to it; 
Hussia another 1.,000~000; France !:l00,000; and Belgium and 
Holland some 400,000 acres. 
As a result we imported 11,870 cwt. of refined sugar from 
Gel'many, 4,340,000 from France, and 4,000,000 from Holland 
and Belgium, while from France and Germany alone we 
bought more than 7,000,000 cwt. of the unrefined article. Yet 
even these enormous quantities merely represent the surplu:il 
of the wealth which the sugar' beet industry has created for 
those countries. 
Now that so many hundreds of thousands of acres in Eng-
land are lying practically waste, a vast increase of wealtn 
would be at once obtained by the cultivation of sugar beer. 
The nature of its cultivation alone enriches the land. 'l'h<~ 
deep ploughing required, the chemical manures, the intens~ 
cultivation create on the open field a system of garden cul-
ture, with the result that fOl' all crops the land becomes much 
more productive. In Germany, for example, the yield pel' 
acre has so steadily increased that 'it is now double what it 
was a generation ago. 
'1'0 BE:s'EFI'r 'rfm '\TonKING CLASSES.- But the most im-
portant argument in favor of establishing the sugar beet in-
dustry in England is the well-paid work it will bring to the 
10ng-sutIering agricultural laborer, as well as to workmen in 
other industries. 
As a nation we eat an enormous amount of sugar in the 
year-nearly two millions of tons. 'Vhen the bounties are 
removed it will become possible to grow every bit of that 
sugar' in England. Even if we only try to grow a quarter 01 
it, that would lead to a great and continuous demand fol' 
labor. 
How great may then be seen. If we sought to produce in 
time £15,000,000 worth of sugar 'we should requir'e to build at 
least 400 factories for converting the beet into sugar. These 
factories would cost on the average some £50,000 apiece-<l 
total of £:!O,OOO,OOO invested in the country among the en-
gineering, building, brickmaking and smaller trades. 'rhey 
would toge'; bel' employ H.iO,OOO men. 'rhen, again, the farm:; 
to keep the factories busy would find work for at least 200,001) 
men, and another 40,000 laborers would be required for the 
allied industries. That is a total of 400,000 men added to the 
labor class connected with agriculture and working in the 
cOlfutry areas. 1'hey and their families would total up to 
1,200,000 pel'sons. J3'inally, they would draw in wages per 
annum not less than £16,000,000-a11 primarily spent, too, 
in the rural districts. 
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PROJ!'ITS OJ!' TilE SUGAI~ FAu;llS.- But is all this merely a 
fond hope'! On the contrary, it is an accomplished fact. 
Sugar beet is not merely capable of being· grown profitably 
in England, but it has been so gl'own during the past foUl' OJ' 
five years undel' ,L system of careful experiments. 
rrhere is the question of cost. 'Ve have the authority of 
1\11'. S, Stein, our greatest expert in this industry, for saying 
that, taking it all round, the cost of rent, culture, harvesting 
and delivery to the factory of the sugar beet averages for the 
countl'y £10 an acre, and that the yalue of the Cl'OP (estimated 
at the low figure of fifteen tons an acre and adding its by-
products) would be £1() lOs. an acre at present lwices. 
That is to say, that a small sugar farm would be profitable 
and a large farIll wry profitable. 
And in addition to all this there are the profits of the fac-
tOl'ies which would arise in the midst of every beet-producing 
dish'ict. Into this, howen'I', we need not go now. But it 
has been shown that sugar fa1'lm; already exist on a small 
seale in this country, and that they only await the removal 
of the bounties-now l'egardpd as assured-to develop indefi-
nitely, and thus add to rural England a new and much-needed 
industry. 
At ail)· rate, all the experts are agl'eed that the industry 
would become so great as to be of national importance, and 
that the sooner it is set going on a large seale the better fOl' 
the country.-I~oIldon Daily Mail. 
·---:0:---
REPORT OP K·fYEWf PORFJ8'l'EIl OV H.:i IF"ULLV 
FORESTS. 
His Excellency Goyernor Dole, Honolulu: Sir: I have the 
honor to forward herewith 111)' report upon the condition of 
the Hawaiian Islands for yom consideration. During the 
course of my preliminary examination, I visited the Islands 
of Oahu, l\1aui, Hawaii and l\Iolokai, and paid particular at-
tention to investigating the rapid destruction of the foreshl. 
I feel perfectly satisfied that the indiscriminate ranging of 
('attle in the forests ha~, hePIl VPI'Y largely reHponsible for the 
present eonditions, and that the sure remedy will be to fence 
off -the fOJ'psts and ('onfinp the ('uttle to the 10w(>1' slopes. 
Very respectfully, 
E. M. GRIFFITH, 
Assistant Forester, Bureau of Forestry. 
n. R. Dept. of A.gl'icultul'e. 
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"Formerly the Hawaiian Islands were covered with dense 
and almost impenetrable forests which covered the steep 
ridges and deep canyons extending down to the narrow strip 
of arable land along the coasts and up to an elevation of 8,000 
or 9,000 feet on the highest mountains. Ever running 
streams and springs occurred on all the islands and the rain-
fall was fairly even and much heavier than it is today. 
"The old chiefs began the destruction of the forests by 
cutting enormous quantities of sandalwood but the blanks 
were soon filled up by other forest trees. The rapidity with 
which the native Hawaiian forest can be absolutely destroyed 
is truly remarkable and peculiar to the is,lands. 
"Dense forests which were absolutely impassable have, 
within the short space of five or ten years, been completely 
wiped out, so that at the present time, the soil is covered with 
a thick matting of grass. This comes from the fact that all 
the native trees have a very shallow root system so that th(~ 
least drying up of the soil immediately affects their vitality. 
"In nearly all sections of the islands, the undergrowth is 
composed largely of a dense mass of ferns which absorbs a 
very large amount of moisture thus affording a most favoI"-
able protection to the soil. 
"Stock, particularly cattle, are responsible for the destruc-
tiOl1. of the forests in as much as they eat and trample down 
the ferns and other undergrowth, thus allowing the soil to' 
become dry and often hardened under the full force of tlH'" 
hot tropical sun so that the roots begin to dry up and the' 
trees naturally die. The worst featm'e, however, is that as 
soon as the undergrowth is killed out the heavy Hilo gras!'l 
immediately covers the soil and forms such a thick mat that 
it is impos~ible for seed to reach the soil and germinate. Then 
the life of the forest simply depends on how long the oid 
trees can survive. for as soon as they fall the space which they 
occupied in the forest is taken possession of by the grasses. 
"Stock also destroy many trees by stripping off the bark 
and by injuring the roots which they have already exposed h.-v 
trampling. Another very had featnre of pasturing stoek in 
the forests is that they eat and trample down the youn~ 
trees. 
"In a virgin forest where no stoe!;: have heen allowed to 
graze. with very few exceptions, the only trees ''''hidl are 
dying are those which would naturally do so from old age. 
The virgin Hawaiian forest is healthy. but where stoek have 
~estroyed the undergrowth the trees are dying in great nnm-
hers and are found to be attacked by insects particularly 
borers and the large girdling worms. 
"Insprts ran readily be rolleded hy breaking off the limb 
of a tl'ef' 01' injuring it in some othel' way. 'fhe fore!o\h', ,,·IJidl 
:1I'e lwill!! attar'ke(l bv inspcts m'e those whos(' vitality has hef'n 
a ffede<l' in some wa:", usually by ,:;h)ck grar.ing. ..\fi:er ill\,f'~-
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tigating the matter very carefully I should ~ay that stock are 
.alone responsible for the rapid des·trnction of the forests. This 
.is readily admitted by those who have studied ·the matter care-
fully and from an unprejudiced point of view; SG that it seems 
.essentially wrong that the welfare of ihe whule islands should 
he sacrificed to benefit th~ cattle business which fOl'IDS l:'uch 
a small part of the commercial prosperity o-f the islands. 
"'vVith a few exceptions th~ forests are only valuable in con-
.serving the water supply and increasing the rainfall. Koa and 
.algaroba are the only two :species which occur in sufficient 
.quantities. to be of any considerable commercial importance. 
"Koa is 'a high grade cabinet wood with a very handsome 
grain and capable of a high polish while the algal'oba fur-
nishes the bulk of the firewood for the islands. 
"The algaroba grows very well at low elevations, particu-
larly on the leeward Hide of Oahultnd it would pay the gov-
tel'nment to plant it on rocky 01' denuded areas which are une 
:suited to any fOI'm of agricultnre. 
'''The chief characteristic of the native species is. tlleir Hmall 
.size [lYel'aging only fifteen to twenty inches in diameter and 
thh'ty to fort.,;, feei in height, together with the short length 
·ot c}{'ar bole. Ail a r.ule the side braliches extend low down 
on the trunk which is accounted for fi'om the fact that the 
trees have grown up in open stand~. 
"Ohia occurs far more freq uently than any other specie and 
together with kukui, koa, mamane and hala forms. the bulk of 
the forest, while the undergrowth h; compo>;ed very largely of 
fcrna. 
"As the f.01'(,5ts of the Hawaiian Islands contain snGh a yery 
limited amount of merchantable timber, the question of the 
hest methods of lumbering does not enter into consideration; 
the whole problem is. conserving the watel' supply whi<:h de-
pend!' upon the preservation of thl? e}.istinl~ forests and re-
stocking some of the d(~nuded slope::; either by natllral repro-
duction 01' planting. 
"Dnring the conl'::;e of my preliminary examination the for-
·est at'eas on the islands of Oahu, ::\li1ui, Hawaii and Mololmi 
were examined, pal'ticulm' attention being paid to the condi-
tion of tllP fo!'est~· along the headwaters of all st1'(':1111S. 
"Forpst protection means not only increasing the l'flinfall 
but more imllol'tant still eonserving the water supply. Upon 
the right solntion of this problem depends to ::t very large ex-
tent tIll' futu!'e welfare and agricultural properity of the Ha-
waiian Islands. Sugar, the backbone of the island~, compris-
ing ov('r ~O per cent of the expol'ts is absolutely dependent 
upon a plentiful and constant supply of water. Tl1e planter 
who does not depend upon the nat1ll'al rainfall but irrigates 
his cane is apt to think that forest protection does not directly 
.affect his business; but in l'eality he should be far more solici-
tous about the prese1'Yation of the forest than the planter who 
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depends on the rainfall, for wheth(,l' he is taking his water 
from a s<tream or an artesian well his supply will be very 
quickly affected hy any disturbance of the forest cover along 
the important watersheds. Particlllar-ly is this the case where 
water is being takfn from a -stream wllose headwaters lie with-
in the forest belt. which is 'the cal3e with most .of the &treams 
on the islands. -
"Flnming canf is uy far the cheapest means of transporta-
tion, fol' this reason to many plantati(ms it is of vital neces&ity 
that the'ir supply -of water be at least held constant and in-
creased if possible. The stockman 01' farmer and thos.? en-
p;aged iD. growing rice or taro are also dependent, though not 
to the same extent as the sugar cane pI-anter upon a water 
supply which -shall ue fairly constant through all seasons of 
the year. 
"As previously stated,' the denudation of the Hawaiian f'or-
ests has been brought about to a vel',)' large extent by thE' prac-
tice of pasturing stock in the forest~. Certainly thiR has been 
admiHed by those who have studied the question and it is be-
lieYed that fencing and the absolute exclusion of all stock is 
the ·onl;y sure remedy. There is no necessity for abandoning 
the catt1e busine~s in order to protect the forests, but the cat-
tle must b(~ confinf'd to the lower slopes. 
"It is especially important that fen res should be built along 
the upper limits of the f"rest in Grder to prevent tile wild 
i~attle~ ~heep and goats which at present ure ranging on the 
higlwr grass ~lopes fl'om working UOWIl into the forlOsts. 
"\Vhereyer fenees have already been built the reclamation 
of the f;)l'ests is as surprisingly rapid as their destruction when 
stock are allowed to range freely. As previously stated the 
fiJ':;"t effort should be to fence and protect those forests along 
the headwaters of all the important streams. 
"In order to place the work upon a thoroughly eflicient basis 
it will he nec-essal'Y for the governlllent, planters, mnehers. 
and all others owning or leasing land npon which water is 
the chief eonsideration to co-operate and see to it that the for-
est:;,· are thoroughly protected." 
"Hawaii. nuring the three week!'; which were sp(~nt in the 
pXHmination of Hu"\vaii, I was enabled through the courtesy 
of the plantation llIld J'anch managers thronghont the island 
to visit all the districts and obtain a general idea of the con-
ditions of the forest:; and what was being done to preeel've 
them. ...... 
"In treating the forest problems of this island, the various 
districts will be considered in their order commencing with 
Ramakna. 
"Hamakua. This district extends from the northern slope 
of Mauna Loa, north to the sea and includes the greater 
portion of Mauna Kea which rises to an elevation of 13,805 
feet. 
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"During the summer of 1901, a considerable portion of the 
forest lying between Mauna Kea and the coast on the north 
was burned over very severely. There is very little question 
but that most of the trees in this section are so badly burned 
that tlwy will die and blow down, thus fm'nishing fuel for 
succeeding forest fires. The undergrowth' has been destroyed 
by cattle so that the fire had swept; in fact, if this had been 
n virgin forest with a rank undergro'vth it would probably 
have been impossible to set it on fire. The forest had been 
so opened up by cattle that it died out thoroughly as is 
proved by the almost complete destruction of the humus so 
that the bare soil is now exposed. This latter result would 
be extremely favorable to the natural restocking of this 
burned area by self sown seed but, very unfortunately, cattle 
are grazing in the forest and will destroy any young growth 
which may come up. 
"Within the present generation, forest fires have been al· 
most unknown in the Hawaiian Islands but the indiscriminate 
pasturing of cattle in the forests makes their destruction by 
fire not only possible but extremely probable either through 
malice or carelessness in burning brush, cane trash or by 
camping parties. 
"A large part of the burned forest is on government land 
which has been leased until 1906, but it is extreniely imp01.': 
tant that the government should induce the lessee, by an ex· 
i pnsion of timp on his rane land lea&e or in sonw oth(']' way, to 
absolutely exclude cattle from this forest and protect it by 
fencing. 
"The forests in the remainder of the northern portion of 
the district of Hamakua are being rapidly destroyel by cattle, 
both wild and tame, so that the whole section within a few 
years will be a continuation of the 'Waimea plains unless ade· 
quate means are taken to protect the forests from 'cattle. 
"The wild cattle, sheep and pigs should be driven down 
from the mountains and the forests presen'ed by fencing'. 
"On the north slopes of Mauna Kea, the mamani forpst is 
spreading itself rapidly and appears to be holding' out ag-ainst 
the cattle, which is trulY remarkable inasmuch as it is the 
only case of the kind which was sePll anywhere on th(' hdands. 
The mamani is a toug-It mountain tree and it if; helieved that 
it could' he used to good advantag-c in restorkillg' df'I1IHled 
slopes. 
"Between )Ianna Kea and Manna Loa tIl(> f'xtpll"in' plain 
or table land is covered with a I'ather broken g'l'owth of ohia. 
kith scattering- koa and mamani, while both mountain "lopes 
are fairly heavily timbered. 
"On the whole the forest" of Hamakua are ill "cry pOOl' ('on· 
dition und'in some sections fast disappearing' solely on acconnt 
of eattle gl'l1zing and the conseqnent fOI'C'Ht: fil'P. 
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"North Kohala. 'fhe Kohala mountains which extend 
nortbwpst and southeas't through the district were formerly 
eover€'d with ,very dense forests 'which W(~l'(; practically im-
passable except by cutting a hail with cane knives. Cattle, 
however, have absolutely destroyed ull the forests on the 
10wE'r slopes and are rapidly denuding the forests! on the high-
er slapes. In order to save any of the remaining fort~sts, they 
should be fenced off and protected as soon as possible. On the 
lower i'1'lopes which have been absolutely denuded, artificial 
restoration will be necessary. 
"Some of the planters in this district have fenced their for-
('sts, bnt conceripd aetion on the part of the government, plan-
ters and ranchers will be necessary in 'Ordel' to save the water 
supply. 
"Sonth Kohala. The Kohala monntains extend along the 
~lOrthern portion of this district, but here too the forests bave 
been very badly damaged by the cattle. The central and 
southern pOl't;on include the \Yaimea plains and the opE'n graz-
ing country west of Mauna KE'a. 011 all sides of vVaimea the 
country is a rolling plain which is unquestionably suited to 
agriculture and shouid not be covered with fores·ts. But this 
fine agricultUJ'al land will be almost useless unless a constant 
watel:- supply is assul'€'d and this can only be accomplished by 
carefully protE'cting the fores,ts on the Kohala mountains, par-
ticularly north of the village of '\Vaimea. 
"At present, cattle are beinf,!: run on this range nnd it is 
possible to ride thl'ough a large portion of the forest which a 
ft>w years ago was impassable. Here, as elsewhere, there is 
:10 nece~~ity for abandoning the cattle businE'SS but it should 
be carried on with much more sYSit'Ul, with paddocks or an 
open range on the plains and the mountain forests protected 
from all grazing. 
"KOlin. This district is covered to a very large extent with 
lnnl flows a very restricted area of land suitable for any form, 
of agl'knlture and no running stl'(~ams of any importance. 
Ht>re the need of protecting the forests is not so pres~ing as in 
many parts of the island as th('re are no head W:1tt>rs of streams 
TO be protected and the chief value of a large area of fores·t 
land will be to incr€'<.uie the rainfall a ud maintain an eqnable 
eli mate. . 
"Hpre lava 110ws are gradually hemg covered wHh a forest 
growth c~mposed cbiefiy of ferns and ohia which assist gr~at­
ly in the rapid. disintegr'ation of tlw lava aud the formation of 
a fairly rich soil. Sneh tracts al'l~ naturally suited to forest 
growth and as tJwy are not, at pre~ent, capable of producing 
:lny more valuable crop, they !Should be used ;\s forest reSt'rves. 
Cattle gra7..ing on such lands does not yield snf1icic~nt returns 
cO justify the destr'uctioll of the yOUlig fore&ts. 
"On all parts of lhe island, the heaviest pains occur within 
the forestH on the higher slopt>s of the mountains. Hence it 
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is extremely importallt that the f.west growth Slhould be en-
touraged on Hualalai and the existing forests protected. 
"The combined area of the rocky slopes aud the lava flows 
is considerable and the ter.ritorial government should see to 
it that tlll'se seetions are kept under forests as they are al-
most worthless for any other purpose. Provided such a defin· 
ite policy is adopted, it would be entirely safe to permit tll(~ 
clearing of all forest land for agriculture within the distrieL 
"Kan. l!'ol'mel'ly this was {'onsiti.}red the lll'iC:'st district on 
the island of Hawaii, but since the plantations and ranehes 
bave commenced to preserve tIl(' forests by means of fencing 
out the cattle, the rainfall has increased materially. 
"Gr("lt (Tedit is due the gpntlemen who have been SCI far 
sighted and liberal thus preserving a magnificent streteh of 
forest. Over thirty-one miles of protection fence have bp(:l1 
built on the slopes of Mauna Loa back of the Pahala ]lla11-
tation and ranch, and within five years, since the fence bas 
been constructed, the young growth, composc>d fot' the most 
part of ferns and ohia, has come up in such dense masses 
that it is almost impassable and the land is rapidly r.~g-ain­
ing its marshy character. This very satisfactory reclalllaholl 
of a large forest belt which has been severely thinned out b,Y 
both wild and tame cattle withiI\ a few years speaks for itsplf 
and points out the way both for the g-oyernment C(,I'pol'atiom; 
and private owners who are all vitally interested ill preserv-
jng the water supply. 
"'Within the district. also notablY, in the vieinitv of the 
crater of Kilauea, are large tracts of land coverlCd ,vith lava 
and upon which the young forest growth which is str'~gg! illg 
to gain a foothold and make soil should be absolutely pro-
1ected. The growth of all speeie!'; whieh are ('asil.y self sown, 
particularly the pines should be encouraged. 'Uti.>; is Cf4rCC-
ially true on the mountain slopes and higher clt'vation where 
it is important to conserve the heavy rainfall which, at pre· 
sent, is very largely lost through the rapill 8vaporation Oll soil 
which is exposed to the full force of tIl(' :"un's rays. 
"Puna. Puna is called the tropical distl'id of the island 
nnd contains the tI'llly magnificent forests of Olaa whieh are 
composed very largely of tree ferns which grow 10 '1 height 
of from thiI'tv to forty fec>t with a ma:,;s ·of smaller fl.'l'nl" as an 
undergrowth: In tliis connection tl1e fact should be em-
phasized that a dense of ferns conserves the wat<~l' morc ('om-
pletely and gives it off more gradually than a more open forest 
of native trees. Tlw ferns net as a sp(mge, absorbing an clIor-
mOils amount of moisture and giving it off very gradnnlly, 
especially if the ferns are in dense shade from all uverhead or 
second-storied forest of trees. 
"Puna has a yast forest area and while 1nr~e tra~ts al'e 
lwing !'Ical'cd for hOIl1('stead;;;, y(·t it is probable Hla't there 
wi1ll1e no dimunition of the rainfall or water supply for flmn· 
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ing or irrigating provided the upper slopes of the for('~t are 
protected. 
"Hilo. This distI'ict contain~ nearly all th0 running streams 
on the island of Hawaii and it is therefore more important 
'to protect the .forestt:; on the head waters of these streams than 
in nearly all other sectionscombinetl. Most of these streams 
come from uwlcrgrolJnd Vi.tter which rises to the sUl.·face at a 
tomparatively low elevation and are used extensively for 11um-
ing cane along thtdine of plantatiom; which extend from Hilo 
t·o Hamakua. The 10E'S or decrease ill flow of these streams 
wouln he a severe blow to the plantations as they depend on 
iluming almost ex('}usively fOJ' the t.l'anSpol'taHon of their (':llle 
to the mill. Ahoye the plantations, the extensive forest cov: 
el'ed slopes of Mauna Kea produce a yory heavy rainfall wlJ.ich 
Rweeps thl'·ough the aa flow!;) and is ('anied to tho lower levels 
b~r the more or less solid pahoehoe. 
"TIl(" lower edge 'of the fores't is protl'!eted hy the cane lands 
but wild and tamf- cattle! sheep anu goats .. ue killing the for-
pst along the upp",r slopes and soo gradually narrowing the 
forest belt. '1'he rains which fall Oil the higher grass covered 
E11opf'!' and which is not lost by evaporation r11ns ·off very rap-
idly thuR eau:::ing the small streams to overflow their banks: 
after a very heavy rain without eonsE:rving any of it for the: 
drier season when it is most nl"eded. 
"Nearly all of this government laua lla:,; been lem~cd for a 
long terms of years and the plant:htions ill order to protect 
i he headwaters of tlle !:'Itt'eams must fence nlong the upper 
fore~t slopes :md drive out or kill the stoek which rpmains be-
low the fence. 
"The goYel'nment should assist thp. plantations in 0ver.v pos-
~'ible wa~' to protect the forests ana ~neorpol'ate in all future 
l~ases a provi:;;ion that all importan t forests nreUR shaH either· 
he fencpd b); the les~ee ,01' all cattle absolutely excluded. 
":Mfllli. 'rIH' forests on the i.,land of Maui, upon the whole,. 
are in a fairly Flatisfaetory eondition although in certain sec-
tions they are diasappearing very rapidly. Nearly all the 
"'l1gnr plnntations and tlw bulk of the arable land lies between 
\Vailnku and Honoll1anu and here the fO'rel,;tE' have heen seri-
ously injl1l'ed by stoek gl'ar.ing. 
"The sugar plantel's and farmers in this locaiIty all depend 
npon inigation. the water being taken from :;;mall strenms 
which fo1' tlH' most part ri::{" on the slopes of Haleakclla. For· 
Illany yean;, cattle were allowed an unrestricted ran~e in lhe 
fcrests a1(mg thl' headwaters of these ~treams 80 that in many 
~edions the forest is either dFad or dJing. 
"The almost total destrncti01l of the untiel'gJ'owth 'has al-
lowed HlP soil to hake and harden thus causing the rilinfall to 
J'un off rapidly with the resultant etl'el't of yt'I'." low water dur- . 
ing the dry season. The Haiku anll Spreekelsville ditt:hes-
have pl'cYenit'd stOt!': from ranging in the upper forests and 
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so havp fOl'lII('d a pl'utection belt from Hl:tiku to Honomanu. 
Along the line of the Haiku ditell the almost total destruc-
tion of the fOl'es'b;; by s,tock i:;: clearly ~hOWll; for whereas the 
forests on the upper side of the ditdl.' whkil have been pro-
iected., are very dl~nse and healthy, those on the l<rlver side, 
which have been open to grazing, are either almost destroyed 
01' in a VCl'y unhealthy condition. 
"The district of Kula is also a striking example and in ordel' 
to save the little remaining forest, the cattle must be abso-
lutely excluded. It is far easier and a mnch better policy to 
save the existing forests than to eertainly destroy them b,v 
grazing and attempt to realize by planting a forest in SOll~e 
otJ,1er locality. 
"Planting is extremely expensive, especially if the trees me 
set ont yeJ'y close together as must be done if a dr~nse forest 
is to be secured which will act as a sponge and hold the water 
supply. Then too, a small amount of planting here and then! 
does very little good and such expensive work ,yill seldom be 
necessary in the islands if a common sense forest policy 1R 
pursned. 
"The government' owns some very important forest arear" 
on Maui along the headwaters of the streams and the uppei.· 
slopes of the mountains which should be segregated and set 
aside as forest reserves, It will probably be advisable to build 
fpnees and npcessaJ'y to make a detailcd pxumination in ordcr 
to determine which lands are suitable for agriculture and 
those which should always be kept under timber. 
"The forests in the lao valley are very well protected ann 
consequently show no signs of deterioration while the streams 
are maintained with a fairly even flow. The forests in the 
remainder of the district of Lahaina show very plainly the 
~·ffect of grazing and must be mllc,h more e!1refull;v looked 
after in order to conserve the all important water siipply. 
"The whole question on the island of Maui is protecting 
the existing forests; it is of the most vital importance to the 
plantations that these should be done at once and thus save 
the very large expense of artificial planting. 
"Molokai. Cattle, goats and deer have totally destroyed 
the forests upon the lar'gel' portion of the island of Molokai 
so that the western half is practically destitute of any tree 
growth. It is possible that the algeroba forests which have 
-secured such a stronghold along the coast near Kauanakai 
may gl'adually spread over this end of the island. At pl'esent 
the soil is covered with a thin growth of grass which is apt 
to die down during the dry season thus allowing the top soil 
to cake and powder. 
" Molokai is exposed to the full foree of very heavy winds 
which are rapidly blowing most of this fine soil top soil off 
into the ocean. The algel'oba will hold this soil, furnish splen. 
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did firewood and the bean pods make a very good feed for 
·cattle during the dry season. 
"Planting in belts Or strips is recommend(~d on 1h<:: _western 
half of the island in order to form wind breaks and thus hold 
the shifting soils. '1'he eastern 'half (If the island including the 
-entire Olokui section is by far the most important fOI' here all 
the streams rise. -
~'Ca:ttle and deer, particularly the later have dei:\troyed a 
large area of tht' forests but within late years their numbers 
have b£'en greatly reduced by hunters who have been paid to 
shoot them. 
"The condition, at present timp , i,'" that tl1e forest has been 
pushed back into tl1e d(~pper flild more inaccessible canyons 
and onto the highest slopes of the mountain. The effective 
\vater!'lht'd in respr-:ci to the conservation of the water8upply 
llfis thus been grentl:v reduced and the careful protection of 
:t11e rem:lining f6!'esb is an absolute necessity. 
"A small amount of feneing ba:-.; already been done and the 
T(~!'lults are 'Surprisingoly satisfactory ali hough the forests had 
been V(>I'Y badly denuded. 'rIle l'l~nwining fences should be 
-eonstrueted aronce whill' there is I'ltill a small amount of un-
·dergrowth which will assist very materially in the rapid re-
{' lamn;tionof the f.orests. 
"Oahn. Forest protection on Oahu is far more important 
than on any other island of the Hawaian group on account 
{)f the huge interests :It sta-kf' and the great value of the water 
iiupply. Probably there is a greater daily consnmption of water 
for il'l'igatioT.!. purposes 'between Honolulu and Kahuku tban 
on any equal area in the United Stares. The sugar ptmtations 
alone pump over 314,000,000 gallo!H; of water daily. 
"Both the \Vaianae and Koolull ranges were formerly cover-
ed with a heavy forest growth extl~nuing down nearly to the 
:::11ol'e line and in the center to the IVaialua plains. But the 
indiscriminate ranginp: of cattle has l'csulteu in the total de-
l'tl'uetion of all the undergrowth and trees Oil the lower slopes 
t:o that today the remaining forests are confined to the upper 
slopes and the more inacccf'lsibJe eiluyon'S. Still tl1e cattle con-
tinue tn rapidly destroy the forests although in many eases 
the land and cattle owners-nre far more financiallv eoncerned 
in tl1<' welfare of the :mgar plantatioll~. . 
"TIlE' water which is being pumped by the plantations to 
il'l'igah' tb(>ir cane is vel'y largely that Which falls within the 
forests helt on th(> l1igher slop(~s amI gradually sinks to the 
.1I'tpsian level. Consequently if the ('!lUle and goats arE! allow-
t~d to destro.y thesoe forests, ;1 considerable amount of water 
will h(' lost through largely illt:rellf;e<l eVaVtlration on the ex-
posed soil and the rapid run off. 
-"Th£"oe is ,-, lal'g(> amount of natural g!'azing laud sn(~h as the 
\\'!l1..11na plains !lud the lowpr slopes of tllP two ranges above 
the call(' lands so th:lt the necess·ary rrotectioll of the forest 
·1 
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areas doE's not mean doing away with the cattle business. 
1'here is also a large amount of fine agl'iculturnl land on the 
'\Vaialua plains but these will be al.lsolutely worthless unle9s 
the water supply is protected. 
"The reforestation of Tantalus by the Department of Agri-
culture and Forestry is an unusually fine piece of work very 
successfully carried out but it clearly demonstrates how diffi-
cult and expensive the reclamation of such land becomes 
when all forest growth has been destroyed. It emphasizes 
the fact of how much easier it is to fence and protect the 
forests in time while a few trees remain to seed up the sur-
rounding soil than it is to delay until artificial reforestation 
is necessary. 
"If the lower slopes of the forests on the Waianae and 
Roolau ranges are fenced off as soon as possible, the scatter-
ing trees will gradually reforest the slopes, the young koa, 
which at present is being eaten off and tramped by cattle, 
will come up and a small amount of planting of those areas 
which are absolutely denuded will be necessary. The fencing 
should have been done long ago and at present the reclama-
tion of the forests will be very slow on account of the few 
seeds which remain and the mass of Hilo grass which ha~ 
covered the soil and makes reproduction very difficult if not 
impossible. 
"So much of the government land on this island has h-!t'!! 
leased for a long term of years that the effective protection 
of the remaining forests depend upon the planters and other 
lessees will be benefitted. However, it is hoped that the gov-
ernment can assist in building the fences and they will ap-
point a ranger to patrol the fOl'l'st lands not andel' lea::;e and 
see to it that all cattle are excluded. 
"In future the forest areas on this island should never be 
leased for grazing purposes and the lessees of cane and agri-
cultural lands should be obliged by the terms of their lease, 
to build stock fences and keep them in repair. 
"Rec0mmendation for th0 organization of a Forest Porce. 
]n order to thorougl1)~' pl'Otect the forest areas and e~rry out 
the fOI'('st policy of the g'overmncnt. 1.11e org'anizatioll of a field 
fol'(,(, is pxtrcnwly important. The following' forpst force 
which i~ similar to tho~e in eharg'p of the fOl'('"t l"('~er\'('s in the 
Gnited States is l'ccommp.nd('o, viz: A forest inspedor who 
shnll hi' a pmeti(·nI forest-PI' and haye elJnl';!e of all g·overn-
ment fOI'Pst bnd and dirC'ct tlw work of the forest I'n ngrrs. 
Fonr Forest Ibng._,t's who "hall haYf~ had some practical tra:in-
ing in fOl'cl'!.try, understand lnmhpl'ing and tree planting', with 
rang('s !1S follow:;;: One on tIlt' island of 0nhu; 011(- on the 
island of Hawaii: one -oll the island of Kal1ni; onC' fOl' the 
islands of M":J.ui and Molokai. 
"Th(,!I' dntic-s sll(wld consist in patrollill~ all gOY(~l'llnlent 
fOl'esj- hmil within UH'ir ranges anll Pllforcing the tCl'lIlS of the 
--
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leasif\: superintending the construction of all government 
::'cnces~ 3.cting as fire wal'llpns and iaking charge of aU the 
planting. 
"If thoroughly .;ompetput men are appointed, such a force 
should prove wonderfully I;ffieient in pI'otecting and building 
up the forl?st l'eSeI·vt's." 
---:0:---
THE SUGAR CANE BORER. 
(DIATRAEA SACCHARALIS). 
(Condensed from a Report by William C. Stuggs). 
(Continued from our last number). 
Again, tIre power of flight in the moth is very limited, and 
hence the area of infection may remain local for some time. 
On account of this feeb'leness of flight, the moth, while exist-
ing in small numbers, confine their attacks to the ends of the 
rows and ,to the ditch-bank 1'0wSt. When they begin to multi· 
ply, they penetrate deeper into the cane, and the moth that 
emerges from the pupa in the inter-ior of the field, lays its eggs 
in the immediate vicinitv of its birth. Sometimes they are 
borne by the prevailing winds of distant fields, and sinc"e our 
winds in summer are mainly from the South and vVest, one 
would expect the progress made by the borer would be N orth-
ward or Eastward. No such progrees has been reported. 
Again, wIren the moths aTe comparatively few, they select 
the tenderest cane upon which to deposit their eggs. Cane,", 
therefore, which are succulent and tender from any cause, 
either by cultivation, by fertilization, or by inheritance (varie-
ties), will attract the borer when in numbers sufficiently large 
to be disseminated over the field and sufficiently small to be 
allowed the privi'Iege of selection. ·When exis.ting in destruc-
tive numbers this privilege of selection is greatly abridged. 
Hence white cane is more subject to attack than our purple 
or striped, plant cane more than stubble, fertilized cane more 
than unfertilized, well cultivated eanes more than grassy 
ones, green, succulent canes more than short, pithy ones, 
eanes· on sandy loams more than those on stiff black soils, the 
npper and tenderest parts of the stalk in preference to the 
lower harder portion. The eggs are believed to be laid upon 
the green leaves. and the young worm on hatching descend!:! 
the leaf to the stalk, and 'after eating for some days the paren-
chyma of the leaves and the outer cuticle of the stalk enters 
the latter and begins his destructive work. Hence, in all of' 
the year, the borer wiII generally be found in 1:he upper part 
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of the stalk, and if he i& not sent to the mill, may be laid away 
in the lower portion of the top which is left in the field. There· 
fore, burning the tops should be thoroughly accomplished to 
destroy every possible borer that may be present. 
In cutting cane the tops can be advantageously laid upon 
the tops of the rows, rather than in the middles" as now usu-
ally practiced. In this position they would· prevent the imme-
diate germination of the stubble (a most desirable consum-
mation), would dry out quicker and could be more easily and 
completely burnt. With the tops thrown into the middles, 
it is difficult, if not impossible, to completely burn them, as 
they lie_ 
If fall planting only be made, using for seed cane stripped 
as you would for the mill, and planted sufficiently late to 
prevent germination in the fall and covered with three to 
foul' inches of dirt, the enclosed borers must remain until the 
cane is scraped in the spring, and the few which will then 
escape would be hardly enough to produce much harm during 
the summer. If to this is to be added the complete destruc-
tion by burning of a1'1 the tops and -cane trash, it is hard to 
. conceive a way and manner in which the borer could survive 
the winter in quantities sufficient during the ~mmmer. If the 
planteT should delay the planting of such crops as corn and 
sorghum until April, it is more difficult to conceive of a suit-
able plant upon which the borer, should he escape from thp. 
fall planted canes, could deposit its eggs. 
The remedies suggested, if rigidly applied, will most assur-
edly reduce the number of borers with us to an inappreciably 
harmless quantity. No sugar country is more fortunately 
situated for the successful combat against sugar cane insects 
than Louisiana. Our winters, which sometimes bring disaster 
to our harvests, are at least favorable to the destruction of 
tropical insects, and if advantage be taken of vur knowledge 
of the life history of this pest and an intelligent co-operation 
with nature be effected by all the sugar planters of the State, 
the sugar cane borer would ultimately be exterminated in this 
State. 
Many of the remedial measures to be adopted in the sup-
pI'ess'ion of the sugar cane borer 'have been discussed under 
the sources of borer infection, but a recapitulation is here 
made, together with remedies not embraced in foregoing dis-
cussion. 
Fall planting should be more generally practiced until the 
borer is either eradicated, or its attack reduced to a minimum. 
The windrowed areas should be systematically gleaned after 
removal of cane for spring planting, and all pieces of cane 
destroyed by fire or carefully buried. No cane s-hould be 
allowed to drop from the carts or cars in transit, and all cane 
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on -the spring planted areas should be buried deep enough to 
prevent the escape of the moths. 
Corn or succession cane should not be planted on win-
drowed ground until all borers are eradicated. In fact, to 
avoid the greatest danger no corn should be grown on cuts 
previously devoted to cane in which borersl existed. After 
realtzing the attack of the borer on corn, many planters will 
abandon the cultivation of corn until the plantation is freed 
from borers. 
The growth of shoots and suckers from the stubble of early 
cut cane should be prevented by covering the stUbble with the 
tops, or the stubble should be shaved in the fall and covered 
with earth. Wherever these shoots and suckers appeal' they 
should be cut down to the ground before frost, in order to 
catc;h the young borers in the tops of the shoots. The borers will 
not leave tile shoots, but perish as their food disappears, by 
withering and decay. 
All trash (cane tops) should, when cut,be so arranged upon 
the cane rows as to hasten drying, and hwenever dry should 
be fired. Delay often compels the burning of tops under fav-
orable conditions, thus giving the borers in them ample food. 
to reach maturity. The fragments of tops remaining after 
firing should be pulled to the centre of the row and buried 
by off-barring before the first of March, thus preventing the 
escape of moths, the majority of which (of the hibernating 
brood) emerge from March 15th to April 15th. Not permitting 
any traslh to remain unburned or unburied, being careful to 
pick up all stocks lying along the road, turn rows and car 
tracks, the removal of all trash from the cars and from around 
the mill will, with clean field culture, reduce the attack of 
the borer beyond appreciable injury, if not eradicate this pest 
from the plantations of the State. 
Borel' infested cane brought to a refinery located in a borer 
free section, has undoubtedly been the medium of infection in 
some sections. As the manufacturer is equally interested in 
the production of sound cane, all trash in cars and around 
refineries should be carefully destroyed. 
In introducing new varieties of cane, care should be exer-
cised to select borer-free stalks. In case this is impos-sible, 
fall planting of all new importations should be adopted. 
The permitting of employees to carry infected cane from 
one place to another should be discourag<:d. It has been found 
that in towns where sugar cane is oll'ered for sale. that borer 
infected pieces are frequently thrO''."l1 out i nthe back yards, 
where tlle following spring the moths escape and deposit eggs 
upon sweet corn. The attaek of 'the sugar cane borer on sweet 
corn planted in isolated gardens. has in several instances been 
traced to the purchase by some member of the family, of borer 
infedell eane of the previous fall. 
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NATURAL ENEMIES OF THE BORER.-Up to the pres-ent time 
we have not found any practical means of artificially increas-
ing the natural enemies of the sugar cane borer (i. e. those 
found indigenous to the State). For this reason we do not 
regard it advisable in this discussion to do more than men-
tion a few of the more important forms which were observed 
. to feed upon the borer in one or more stages of its existence. 
All of the natural enemies are predatory in their habits 
except the single fungus which lived and developed parasiti-
cally upon the borer caterpillars. 
In Bulletin No.9, Second Series of the Louisiana State Ex-
periment Station, mention is made of a small black larva 
which entered the burrows' and fed vigorously upon the 
borers. At the time that this bulletin was issued this enemy 
of the borer was thought to be the larva of a Lampyrid beetle 
(Chauligonathus Pennyslvanicus) but recent observations 
have shown it to be the larva of Chauliognathus marginatus, 
a beetle much more common in sugar cane and corn planta-
tions of Louisiana. Ghauliognathus Pennyslvanicus does oc-
cur in Middle and Northern Louisiana, but is' much less abun-
dant. 
Upon ·every plantation visited the larva and adults of Chau-
liognathus marginatus were found. In the larval condition 
this insect is shy and if upon the stalk when disturbed, drops 
to the ground and instantly hides at the roots of the plant. 
Many planters have observed this ins-ect at work upon the 
borer and appreciate its presence in the State. 
From many plantations we have received specimens of the 
larva of another beetle which has been found feeding upon 
borers in suckers and in windrowed cane. This insect is a 
"wire worm," the larval stage of a common "click" or "snap-
ping" beetle (Drasterius elegans.) In cages the "wire worm ," 
ate, on an average, two borers apiece pel' day, and gave every 
evidence of being a decided enemy to the sugar borer. 
These larva are well distributed throughout the State and 
nave no doubt been of much assistance in preventing even 
greater losses from the ravages of the borer. 
Two species of auts were found to attack the eggs and 
moths of the borer. vVe are unable at present to give any 
exact data as to the value of these species in the control of 
this pest. 
Upon the Sugar Experiment Station, Mr. Robt. Glenk 
found, January, 1901, a few borers covered with a whi'te fun-
gus. Experiments were made with this disease to prove its 
infecting power, with very satisfactory results. Experiments 
are now in progress testing the value of artificial inocula-
tion with pure cultures of this disease, the results of which 
will be given in full to the planters of the State at some 
future time_ . 
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INTRODUG1'ION OIl BIRDS INTO HAWA.II. 
'fhe Rice bird, California House-finch and Mina were intro-
duced many years ago~ being numerous and widely d:lstributed 
ove1' the is,lands in 1892, when.I came to the Islands. At ,that 
time the :Mina was less ubiquitious than the othe~'s, but it has 
since occupied those districts from which it was thon absent, 
and excepting a few parts of very dense forest is, now to be 
found about everywhere, both on the open lowlands and in the 
forest belt. It is safe to !:lay that these imported species far 
outnumber in individuals all the native land birds taken to-
gether. 
The introduction of the Rice bird and linnet is quite inex-
ensable for the damage they do is, out of all propoetion to the 
good. \Vith rice the second important agricultural industry of 
the Islands you can easily judge of i:he folly of importing these 
birds, both of which form enOl'UlOUS flocks, so that the rice 
('rop in most parts can only be saved by eonstant watching, 
and the discharge of much ammuuition. 'rhe Oalifornia house-
fineh is also a fruit-eater and in places' does considerable daJ.Ol-
:lge in this respect. 
'fhe 2\lina on the other haml is a very large insect eater and 
destroys many injurious kinds as well as s'ome of the highly 
important (introduced) beneficial ones. It is partial to many 
kinds of fruit and does considerable damage in this respect. It 
1)as been the chief agent in Jhe spread of the lantana over 
miles of country, s·ince the aromatic berries are one of its fav-
OJ'ite foods. In this however it is assisted by other imported 
birds, the dove, pheasants and other game birds, which are also 
{~xtremeiy fond of these berries. 1\11'. Albert Koebele, the great 
Tel'ritol'ial Entomologist is, now on a mission to- find enemies 
for the destruction of the lantana. ' Should he be successful it 
is I think certain that the Mina will exact a far heavier toll on 
the cultivated fruits than it now does. '1'he Mina as I have 
elsewherE' shown also interferes with 'the native forest birds, 
and i~) a devourer of both eg,.;·s and young of other species. 'rhe 
llativl' l'asserPE' are of extreme economie imp0rtance in the for-
ests, heeause they have developed pari pas:m with the insects 
and on account of the peculiar habits of the latter, till a place~ 
whieh it is not likely any foreign (introduced) speeies would 
occupy. '1'he ::\fina ,,,lIen feeding in the open grass lands, as it 
sometimes does in enormous flocks, is very beneficial. It does 
work in this situation which forll1cl'ly fell almost entirely to 
the mig-rn·tory golden plover. The latter, partly owing to the 
incrp<lspd area of cultivation, and partly to the fact that it is 
,;year after year shot in great numbers by the sportsmen is 
much less nunwrous in m08t parts <)f the islands than it used 
to be. It is an extremely valuable bird economically, destroy-
il:.g caterpillars of variolls Noctuae (cut worms) in enormous 
quantities and also the moths themselves. III some places, the 
mina occupies the position largely vacated by the plover, the 
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latter visiting the islands oniy during those months when as a 
l'ule thE' caterpillars are most numerous. The introduction 
of reptilE's (i. t~. the prevention of it,) is of Ie,:.;;; importanee than 
the introduction of noxious birds. and, as was the case with 
the former so also now with the latter there appears to be 
no law by which any American bird can be kept out of the 
TeJ'ritory. 
lIt is quite certain tbat no man who has not an intimate 
knowledge of the insect fauna here as well as of the native 
birds and their habits, and the interdependence of one upon 
the other, should be permitted to make any such introduction, 
and even for such a man the utmost caution and careful con· 
&ideration would be necessary. 
As an instance of this I may mention the attempt that hI or 
was being' made to import wood,pl~ckers into the;;;c islands. 
To any &ue with it rudimentary knowledge of the insect fauna 
it is obvions that the most abundant and ea:'liIy obtained food 
for these bird:'l wonld be the larvae and pupae of the nil,iive 
wasps, which are plaeed in the dead branches and trunks of 
fOl'est trees, at no great depth and easily accessiMe to such a 
bird. 'riley are readily eaten if given to introduced birds but 
form no part of the food of the native kinds. There are 100 
"peciesl of these wasps known and they exist on all the 
is,lands and at all seasons in millions of individuals, and all 
the speeies are absolutely peculiar to these islands. ' 
A week's survey of a single gulch and ib:l branc,i.les enabled 
me to re("kon the probable nnmber of individuals of one species 
alone of these wasp~' in this gulch as not legs than a million, 
and sevel'al otlwr speeies were present in gl'eater or lpss num· 
bpI'S. Allowing 1\\"0 months for each generation the 
enormous Hllmber of eaterpillm's destroyed is e"ident, 
since the wasps are numerous at all seasons of the year. Each 
wasp is bred at the expense of fl'om fOlll' to a dozen eater· 
pillars, and thes(~ catprpillars are mostly of kiudsinacce~'sible 
to bil'ds. but for outaining which the wasps are specially COIl-
structed. 'l'hey ~llpplell1ent the,wol'1;: of the nath'e caterpillar 
-eating bil'ds alld Sll(~h plagues of caterpillars as exi~t in the 
forests are certainly largely due to the decrease of these birds. 
It is safe to say that any iutrodueed birds which took to feed· 
ing on and largel,Y del'ltro~'illg' these wasps, would hl'illg' on such 
it des1'l'ur-t'ion of both forest" and Jlasture lalld as if.; not eon· 
('rived ()f by tllOl'le who talk glibly of introdlleing this, that and 
the otll('l' sIH·ejps. 0 ther eases '0f a silllllar nature eould 
easily be ei ted of tl\(~ dose relationship of yarious parts of this 
highly pC'(:ulinl' fanna, and of launa and flora. 
If tlw Depal"tlllC'nt would ob1'ain a prohibition (lgainsi: the 
impodaiion of bil'ds into thel'le islands frulll the mainl:md 
exeept af/pr n consultation of nIP 'l'el'ritol'ial Entolllol· 
op:i~.t, MI'. "\II)(,I'j' KopiJell'. (hinu;clf hlluilinl' with illseds and 
fauna of these islands) with 1'he -Washington Department, they 
would eonfpr a. s1'ilI g"1'('at,'!' lWIlPiit OIl the jslnnds than thev 
lIa,,(' n IJ'('ady <lOllf'. • 
,TunC' 7. l!)O~. R. C. L. l'mlK[:\,H. 
